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ABSTRACT 
This project was undertaken with the purpose of evaluating the 
eA~erimental results from explosion tests involving underg~ound structures. 
From this evaluation a set of recommendations for the design of underground 
protective structures was preparedo These reco~endatioLs are presented 
hereino 
Primarily these recommendations define the structural strength nec-
essary to resist the forces produced by a surface burst of a nuclear weapon. 
Basically t~~ee types of construction using reinforced concrete and steel are 
discussed. These types are slabs, arches, and domes 0 ~e recommendations 
concerning these types imply loading and resistance functions which may be 
~seQ ior other related types of constructiono 
A brief discussion of the major parameters which influence the 
forces acting on a structure is followed by a specification of the peak 
lliagnitude and time variation of these forces o Specific Qetails which define 
the net forces acting on the elements of the basic structural types are given. 
Following a discussion of the effects of the size and function of a structure 
is a specification of the basic properties of reinforced concrete and steel. 
~~{O methods for the design of reinforced concrete elements are given, and 
detailed charts allowing rapid determination of the parameters which define 
the response of reinforced concrete members are presented. One method of 
design is based on a modification to the ACI Building Code while the other is 
developed herein, The details of the latter are included as an appendix to 
this voluweo Finally specific design recommendations are enumerated and 
several ex~~ple designs are presented. 
Because the descriptions of some of the procedures are rather lengthy 
it is difficult to su~arize them all completely in any single section. How-
ever, each reco~~endation has been given a subject heading which is included 
in the Table o[ Contentso 
For so~e of the cases considered, present knowledge is not adequate 
for a rationa: derivation of a d~sign procedure. In such instances the best 
estimates 0: t~e authors are presented based on current knowledge, and depend-
ing heavily C~ ~he present judgment of engineers who have had experience in 
dynamic str~ct~ral design for nuclear blast conditions. ~~e authors! own 
experience, especially with atomic field tests, has been drawn on freely as a 
guide in fo~~lating design criteria where analysis and experimental evidence 
are lacking, 
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101 GENERAL 
DESIGN OF UNDERGFOUND STRUCTURLS 
TO RESIST NUCLEP~ BLAST 
Chapter I 
INTHODUCTION 
Because of the large size and potential d.estruc-t,i.ve capaci t.y of 
iliodern nuclear weapons , it has become necessary to consider higl'_er levels of 
overpressure than yiere heretofore believed needed o The ra.pid increase in 
potential devastation has required a reappraisal of the field of protective 
constructiono It is now more than ever necessary to consider the constructio~ 
of buried protective structures 0 
The val.ue of underground protective construction l·laS re(;ogn.ized long 
before tb.e advent of nuclear "i'TeapOns 0 These weapons, however~ make buried. 
structures practically a necessityo Several considerations illustrate this 
needo If an exposed surface structure and a buried structure are located at 
the same d.istance horizontally from the point of detonation of a weapor.., the 
'blast wave acting on a vertical wall of the surface structure may be reflected. 
and large drag forces may develop 0 T~e force resulting from this reflection 
phenomenon depends upon the peak magnitude and angle of incidence of the pres-
sure exi.sting in the undisturbed blast l.Jave, and theoretically it may be 
several tirees the peak free stream pressureo On the other hand, it is sho"i'Tn 
in Volume I (1)* that the maximum pressure acting on any element of a buried 
structure is no greater than the peak pressure existing in the blast wave and 
no drag forces ex.ist" Thus, it is apparent that a structure designed for a 
given value of blast pressure as an exposed surface structure could withstand 
a greater value of blast pressure if it were placed undergroucdo By the same 
reasoning at a given horizontal distance from the point of detonation a buried 
structure requires a smaller amount of blast resistance than does a surface 
structure 0 
This difference in required blast resistance may make the under-
ground structure more economical in spite of possible additional complexities 
in construction. The relative economy, of course, must be determined by a 
comparison of t~e cost to provide the additional structural integrity in a 
surface structure against.the cost of excavation for an underground structure. 
JL'l.other consideration Ifhich is directly related to the relative 
economy of the t.wo types of construction is one of protectio~ against radiation 0 
Although earth is less efficient than concrete or other heavJr structural mate-
rials in providihg such protection it is usually the most econcmical material 
for such protection. Consequently I-lhere radiation protection is a necessity, 
"Thich it usually is, the buried structure is generally more economical tha.n a. 
similar surface structure. 
* Nur:c..bers in parentheses throughout·t.his report correspond to the entries in 
the List of References. 
1 
2 
Furthermore, a buried structure is more readily concealed, and it is 
much less suscepti'ble to d.BE.age by flying debris than is the surface structure 0 
Naturally there are disadvsntages in using buried structures in 
preference to surface structures. .A..m.ong these are the d.if';:iculty of providing 
easy access, the problem of possible ground water leakage, and the necessity 
of providing artificial ventilati.on even for Ylor::Ilal cond.i tioD.s of use 0 Yet;> 
in lliany insta:uce:s the undergro1..l:rJ.d structu.re maintains an advantage over the 
surfa.ce structure 0 
Because of the importe,nce of underground or earth covered protective 
structures, this report was prepa.red to set forth recom.menda+..ions for the de-
sign of such structures to resisti nuclear blast loadings in the megaton range. 
Although resistance to conventional weapons was not specially considered in 
this vol~e, a structure designed for blast and radiation levels of the 
magnitude that accompanies overpressures of the order of 20 psi or more, for 
nuclear i,Teapons in the megaton range, will ordinarily resist high explosive 
bombs except for a direct hit or very near misso Where HE pro~ection for 
particular conditions is also required, the date. in Volume I can be used to 
gi.ve supplementary design criteriao 
The recommendations given herein are based primarily on a consider-
ation of structural integrity in resisting the blast pressures 0 It is believed 
that if t~is integrity is provided the structure will generally withstand the 
effects of differential motion of the soil around ito Eowever, the structures' 
wtich have been tested to date are relatively small in size) and no clear pic-
ture of effects of structure-soil interaction can be formulated for very large 
structures as, fer example, a structure whose d.-imensions are long as com.pared 
to the wa.-v-e length of the pressure pulse acting on ito Nevertheless it is 
believed t~at the method. presented here will provide adequate designs which 
are neither unsafe nor overly conservative 0 
10 2 EIS'IDRICAL 
One of the many importBnt :Z'l.h'1ctions performed by the Corps of 
Engineers is to provide data and adv ..... ce for the design of p:r::otective struc-
tureso In developing these data analytical and experimental studies have been 
employed, but the design criteria have been largely empirical. A relatively 
small amo~~t of data was available prior to World War 110 During the war and 
in the period immediately following, a great deal of information pertaining to 
prot.ective construction based on World War II weapons was obtained. The 
criteria developed from this information are contBined in Refo (2)0 
As in any new and complex e~gineering problem, the problem of 
protective design first was a.pproached primarily in an empirical ma.nnero This 
approach was superseded by methods of analysis of the response of a particular 
structure subjected to a given loading 0 Some of these methods are sU'1lIUarized 
in Refo (3) through (5)0 
Althoug~ it is mathematically a simple and attractive procedure to 
analyze the response of a particular structure to a gi \len loading) the solution 
obtained is not especially satisfactory fro~ an engineering point of view. 
There are several reasons for thiso 
(a) The structure to be designed does not yet exist, and compli-
cation in ~he preliminary analysis lengthens the time it takes to select a 
reasonable structure for investigation. The real problem is the preliminary 
cl:oice of structure to be analyzed. If this is done intelligently) further 
analysis may actually be unnecessaryo 
(b) A small change in the magnitude or shape of the loading or in 
the structural resistance properties can result in a disproportionate change 
in the computed responseo Therefore) it is far more satisfactory to consider 
the required resistance of the structure in order to limit the response to a 
specified ra.nge for a specific loading 0 
3 
The recommendations and procedures given in this volume are based on 
a method which was published first in 1953 and later in 1956 with minor 
revisions (6 and 7). 
The procedures presented in this volume apply only to underground 
structures 0 A manual (8) to be distributed shortly by aCE gives procedures 
for the design of underground and several other types of protective construc-
1:.l0no Because of the knowledge gained since the aCE Manual was prepared) the 
procedures presented herein are generally simpler to apply, and in som.e cases 
they are less conservative 0 
10 3 NOTATION 
The notation used in this report is summarized in Appendix B. 
Chapter II 
PROPERTIES OF THE BLAST ft~ THE MEDIUM A~ 
THEIR EFFECTS ON STRUCTURAL RESPONSE 
2.1 PROPERTIES OF THE BLAST 
The forcing function produced by blast acting on any structural 
element may be reasonably approximated by suitably balancing the areas under 
the actual curve and the idealized curve as varying linearly with t~e, 
dropping to zero after an initial maximum value. The force-time curve is 
therefore triangular in shape. Impulses resulting from reflection phenomena 
may be superimposed on this basic triangular shape. However, test results (1) 
indicate that,.reflections, if they exist at all, are not significant for under-
ground structures. Thus, for the underground structure and for the partially 
buried structure where the exposed portion pres'ents an angle to the incident 
blast wave of such magnitude that large reflected pressures do not develop, 
the forcing function is approximately triangular in shape. It has been shown 
(9) t.hat the properties of a triangular force pulse which affect the response 
of a structural element are the peak force or pressure, the duration of the 
pulse, and the rise time or the time required for the force to reach its 
maximum value. Each of these quantities will be discussed below. Also, in 
general terms, the ground motio~ induced by the blast is discussed. 
2.1.1 Peak Pressure. This quantity has a predominant effect upon 
the respons~ or preferably, upon the resistance required in a structural 
element for a particular value of responseo If all other quantities remain 
constant the needed resistance is directly proportional to the peak applied 
pressure. 
2.1.2 Duration of Force Pulse. Second in importance in defining 
the resistance required for-a particular value of response is the duration of 
the force pulse. This effect is illustrated best by a consideration of the 
ratio of the duration to the natural period of vibration of the structural 
element on which the force is acting. When this ratio is less than approxi-
mately 0.3, the force pulse may be considered to be a classical impulse and 
the required resistance may be determined by equating the strain energy stored 
in the system at maximmil response to the initial kinetic energy corresponding 
to the momentum imparted by the applied impulse. The required resistance is 
less than the peak pressure. At the other extreme is the case where the ratio 
of duration of loading to the period of vibration is large, greater than 3, in 
which case the required resistance is generally equal to or slightly greater 
than the peak pressure. 
2.1.3 Rise Time. The effect of rise time also may be illustrated 
best by considering the ratio of the rise time to the natural period of 
vibration of the element on which the force is acting. When an element 
experiences some yielding, it has been shown (9) for the triangular force-time 
pulse under consideration that the maximum resistance is required when the 
4 
• 
II 
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rise tiwe is zero, r:7Le minirr:.um resistance is required when this ratio has 
exactly an integral value. Between successive i~tegral values the required 
resistance rises a::11 falls along a smoott. cur,re and reac!"'.:.es intermediate -
lD.axi:na ·..r~ich successi.vely decrease a.s tLe r2 -i:i G increases. Thus, the maxirnl1."ll 
resist2.nce is required vihen tt.e rise time of +,".--.e applied :"'orce is zero and a 
minimum resists.nce is required when the rise ti~e is exac~ly an integral 
m~l tiple of +.:;12e period. 
ROvlever) if the rise time is less +.J~.:.af'~ a,coui:. b~.lf the pericd, the 
reQuired resistance changes by only a negligib2.e ar;:CUTlt :from that needed. for 
5 
a zero rise time. :If tee rise time is grea~er +·:-.:.E..D 8.bol..:t twice the period the 
required resistance is always very nearly equal to t~e mE..ximu:n applied loa.d. 
Since t~e value of rise time cannot generall.y be d.efined :.x..equivocally, it is 
sa:;:-'est to a,ssurr:.e tLat t.r",e rise time i.s zero ur:2.ess it can De establis:ted that 
t.his time is at least as long as twice t12e period. 
2.1o h Grcund MotioIlo The'detona.tion. of an explosive weapon either 
u.,.'1dergrcunci or near tr-.:.e earth surface produces viol.el'!t mction of the soil . At 
eq'J.al d.istances close in this motion is generally greater for the lL."1derground 
detonation since it is a directly coupled effect wr_ile in the near surface 
burst t:te Illotion is induced by the blast pressures acting on the ground sur-
face. The data available indicate that tt..e differential rr.otion froTI: either 
source ,\·ril.l not be disastrous to structures except in t:te crater or the zone 
of rup+~ure 0 Rowever) these data are limited -So relatively srr..all structures as 
corr.pared. t.o tt.e wave length of the pulse ac-t;in.g on tt.em. 
Because of this grour:d motion heavy equipment '\·rhicl: will '\.;ri thstand 
st.ock t:.ay be anchored.. to the structure i.L '\.;rhich it is mounted. Delicate 
iLst.rumen.ts J on the other hand, must -:Je shock lliounted. It is possible that 
ir:.jury t.o personnel will result from over-all rr..otion of the structure if it is 
located very close to t:te point of det.onation of the weapon. The magnitude of: 
the grour:ci motion may be est.imated from Volume I (1)0 Isolation of the floor 
of t!:le s-i:.ructure frcm t:te major effe,'2ts of t:-:..e shosk can be accomplished to 
protect personnel -wi thin the structure. 
2.2 FROFERTIES OF ~~E MEDIUM 
~e properties of the soil in which the structure is buried have a 
d.ecided. effect upo;:J. the loading ,.;rhich acts upon the structure 0 This effect 
appears to depenClJ.. primari.ly upon the relative saturation of the soil c As ipd.i-
cated. in Volume I all of the shock phenomena are much greater in the saturated 
soils tt.an they are in the dry or moist soi.ls. :~!:la.t this should be so may be 
ill.ustrat.ed by a cO:-lsiderati.on of the .:ne::::::'2.nisr::. of propagation of the shock 
througt. tr..e soil. I~ 5. r1...ry soil or in a. soil ',.;~i2h is not cO:llpletely satu-
rat.ed the s~ock mus~ be propagated by a grain to grain cc~tact of the soil 
particles. In a saturated 50:"1,. on the 0-:-;':--.:.2::' ~_2.nd, the ti::;,e quanti ties 
related -so tte shock a.re too short to allG".·; dr2.i;:-~age of t:::e soil mass and the 
~:Tave is propagated :prir::..arily 'by 1':'.ydrostatic pressure in t~e water. Therefore, 
sr-.:.ock effects :nay 'be expected to be 3. ffiaxir::..u:r:;, in s3.t.urated soils aYld a mtnim'L::l 
in dry soils. T;::is fact is suDst3.nt.iated. by the rr.easureI'lent of the radial 
·::o::J.ponen+.s of t1::.e Sllcck as produced '8y severa.l ~T detor:a ~ions (1) 0 Although 
6 
there are fewer measurements to substantiate this) the same conditions are 
developed in the vertical components of the shock. 
When a structure is loca.ted in the soil) it is difficult to specify 
the forces produced on the structure as a result of structure-soil interactiono 
The data from several underground TNT detonations fired in the vicinity of 
relatively small structures indicate that the forces acting on the structure 
are approximately the same as those measured in the free mediumo Thus) for 
the conditions which existed in these tests) there I·TaS no significant change 
in magnitude of the radial pressure at the structure~soil interface. A simi-
lar condition) however) may not exist when at least one of the dimensions of 
the structure become much larger than the relative charge-structure 
11 dimensions Y! which have been used in the tests 0 However) such a condition is 
more likely for HE blasts than for nuclear blastso 
In the consideration of the vertical component of force transmitted 
tt.:.rough the soil. to a structure very little data exi.st 0 The results of recent 
ato:r...ic field tests, and of anal.yses of existing data, indicate that there is a 
moderate amount of attenuation of peak pressure and of other influences with 
depth 0 A major part of this attenuation may be due to the increase in rise 
time of the pressure with depth, which results in: the peak being lost if the 
duration of the pressure pulse is short 0 This phenomenon is due to the 
dissippative effect of the soil and is related to its energy absorbing 
capacityo A second effect corresponds to a dispersion of stress with depth 
and is related to the ratio of the depth to effective size of the loaded area o 
One can expect this effect to be considerably larger for small yield weapons 
than for megaton range weaponso Finally there is an arching effect which 
und.er dynamic conditions is similar to the arching observed staticallyo It 
appears that for very rigid structures or for struc.tures which deflect very 
little) the reduction in pressure due to arching is negligible 0 For struc-
tures which deflect at least as much as 005 percent of the span) the arching 
effect can be very large) if the depth of cover is at least as large as half 
the spano However, the arching effect depends on the shearing characteristics 
of the soil and on the flexibility of the structure as well as on the ratio of 
the depth of cover to the spano 
Finally, as a design criterion) one may summarize the arguments 
above as follows 0 For weapons in the megaton range, which seem to be likely 
for the future, the pressure pulse for moderate overpressures (less than 200 
psi) is relatively longo Unless the structures are very small in size ( of 
the order of total span of 10 ft or less) it is generally not economical to 
cover them to a depth of the order of half the span length or total shortest 
width (in the case of'a structure with interior supports) 0 Consequently, if 
t~e roof of the structure is of concrete) it will be rigid enough so that 
arching will not be possible. Since the attenuation and dispersal of the 
surface pressure with depth cannot be counted on under these conditions) the 
structure should be designed for a vertical roof pressure equal to the applied 
overpressure on the ground surface above the structure 0 
The mechanism by which the horizontal force produced by a near 
surface burst acting on a vertical ~~ll of an underground structure is devel-
oped 8,lso is not clearly understood at this timeo The meager data available 
indicate t:b.at this force is approximately 002 times the vertical force acting 
at the same level for structures located in Frenchmen's Flat 0 Since) in a 
soil ·whi.ch is not completely saturated) this force must develop primarily by 
I'; 
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gra.in to grain contact of the soil particles) it could not have a magnitude as 
great as the force acting at the ground surface. By making the usual assu~p­
tions of the mathematical theory of elasticity and by assu~ing a condition of 
plane strain in the soil) it may be shovffi that the horizontal component of 
stress can be a small fraction of the vertical force for relatively small 
values of Poisson!s ratio. A value of Poisson's ratio of 0.17 corresponds to 
a lateral force coefficient of 0.20} for example. 
For a saturated soil) on the other hand) the propagation of force is 
primarily by hydrostatic pressure. Thus) the horizontal component of stress 
must be nearly equal to the vertical component of stress. Yet, if the water 
table is not coincident with the ground surface) this hydrostatic stress must 
be developed by the stress propagated through the overlying moist soil. In 
such a case the full hydrostatic pressure would probably not be induced. 
However) in the absence of complete data on this subject) it is safest to 
assume that the hydrostatic force exists throughout the mass of saturated soilo 
Chapter III 
FORCES ACTING ON A STHUCTURE 
The forces acting on any structural element maybe divided into two 
general t)--pes, (a) static and (b) dyn&"TIico Tne static load includes the weight 
of the structural element) the weight of the soil cover) any dead load \{hich 
may be imposed on the ground surface or on t:b.e interi.or elements of the struc-
ture, and if the structure is below the water table, the static uplift 0 Tr:ese 
static loads always act in combination vri th the dynamic loads 0 For a protec-
tive structure the predominant dynamic load is the load on the structure 
produced oy t~e explosiono Secondary dynamic loads are produced by the moving 
loads as specified in conventional building codes acting on the ground surface 
above the structure and acting on the interior elements of the structure 0 
These secondary loads must be considered in combination ",,-jth the static loads 
but separately from the shock loadso Since blast is the major consideration 
of tt..is report only these loads are di.scussed belovo ' 
301 STATIC LOADS 
The depth of cover over a structure depends upon the f~~ction of the 
structure and upon the level of radiation expected at the location of the 
structure 0 Normally a few feet of earth plus the roof of the structure is 
sufficient to reduce the radiation to a tolerable level, Since there appears 
to be no appreciable attenuation of vertical stress with depth for relatively 
shallow cover (less than half the span), there is no advantage in placing cut 
and cover type construction at excessive depths 0 
It is desirable that underground protective structures be placed 
above t~e water table to eliminate the uplift problem and other difficulties 
which occur when a structure is below the water table 0 For this reason it may 
be preferable to place a structure above the water table even if part of the 
structure protrudes above ground 0 For this condition, it will be necessary to 
provide earth cover over the structure to maintain the advantages of an under-
ground structure 0 To eliminate reflection of the blast vrave at the face of 
this earth mound the angle which the side slopes of this mound make with the 
direction of propagation of the incident blast wave must be relatively small 0 
Also these flat slopes, because of their strea..1lllining effect) reduce the drag 
forces which would act on the mounded eartho 
Wnere it is necessary to place an Q~dergroQDd structure below the 
water table) the floor slab must be designed for the static uplift produced by 
the water pressureo Furthermore, when ~~ter surrounds the structure serious 
corrosion and leakage problems may resulto Particular attention, therefore} 
must be focused on provision of drainage and waterproofingo 
Finally, the importance of the static load depends directly upon the 
level of protection desiredo For example, if protection against an overpres-
sure of 10 psi is required, the static load is quite significanto On the 
other hand, if protection against an overpressure of 100 psi or more is 
reQuired, the static load becomes relatively insignificant 0 Nevertheless, the 
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structure must resist the static load even after it has been deformed seriously 
by the blasto Thus, the static load must be taken into account in any design. 
30 2 DYNfu\fIC LOAD 
As stated in Section 201, the force-time function acting on any 
structural element may be approximated reasonably as being triangular in shape. 
Buried structures include those structures which are partially under-
groQ~d and partially aboveground ~~th an earth mound over the part protruding 
above ground and. those structures vrhich are located entirely below the ground 
surface 0 
Three basic structural types are considered in this report; one is 
the rectangular structure wherein each element consists of a horizontal or 
vertical slab; the second is an arch which may be of either the barrel or 
ribbed type; and the third is a dome 0 Only these three basic structural types 
are consideredo The loads on other similar types of construction can be in-
ferred by comparisono 
The effective dynamic load on each of these structural types is 
discussed belo"iv 0 In the follo-wing, the loading to be used in t.he design of 
each of the structural types is described for completely buried and for 
partially covered structures o In general this loading is given as a load-time 
relationo 
The discussion and the recommendations which follow are based on the 
effects of nuclear weapons. The information presented in Volume I indicates 
that a surface or low air burst weapon -will necessitate the provision of the 
largest resistance i.n the structural elements, except for a structure -wi thin 
the rupture zone of the crater of an underground burst; therefore, surface 
burst conditions are assumed i.n the following discussiono 
302.,1 Rectangular Structures 0 To reduce reflections of the blast 
and to reduce drag forces an earth mound must be placed over a partially 
buried rectangular structure 0 The maximum slope of a practical earth embank-
ment is generally of the order of 1-1/2 horizontal to 1 vertical. As indicated 
in Fig. 1, blast reflections are reduced and drag forces are practically 
eliminated for this or flatter slopes 0 Part of this force acting on the 
windward slope must be transferred directly into the soil, and thus never 
reaches the structure 0 Furthermore, based on unpublished shock tube studies 
recently conducted at the Ballistic$ Research Laboratory, a shock front is 
nearly re-established behind an obst.ruction in an horizontal distance of two 
to three timES the height of the obstructiono Therefore, partially buried 
structures may be considered as completely buried or as partially buried 
depending upon the extent of the earth cover. In the following, structures 
meeting the criterion for complete burial are discussed first. Then partially 
buried structures are considered. 
A rectangular structure with a flat roof oan be considered as com-
pletely buried if the depth of earth cover over the roof is at least as deep 
as half the s:t.ortest full span length of t.he roof, and if the distance from 
each end of the span to the toe or end of the slope of the sides of the 
e!Ilbankment is at least tt.ree times the height o.f the embankment. Tl:-at is, in 
Figo 1 F must be at least equal to)ho For this condition, or for lesser 
J 
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depths of cover over the roof) the pre-ssure on the roof may be taken as the 
same as the pressure on the ground surface above the roof) unless the depth of 
cover exceeds half the spano If the cover is at least equal to half the span) 
the maximum pressure p on the roof may be reduced from the ground surface 
pressure by the produc~ of the shearing strength of the soil a multiplied by 
the factor s 
where H is the depth of cover) and L is the shortest full span length of the 
roofo 
The shearing strength.a may be taken as follows~ 
s 
a 
s 
c + 0025 p tan ~ 
so 
-. 
where c is the cohesive strength of the soil, in psi, and cp is- the angle of 
internal frictiono For granular material or partially saturated cohesive 
material) take ~ at an appropriate value determined by conventional methods of 
soil testing) but neglect co For fully saturated cohesive material, take ~ = 0 
and use for c the value determined from a test such as the unconfined compres-
sive strength test. 
Where the structure can be considered to be completely buried the 
peak pressure on the side walls may be. related, to the maximum ground surface 
overpressure by the ratio K which may be taken as fol~ows~ 
'-
For cohesionless soils, ~p or dry, 
For cohesive soils, not saturated 
For cohesive soils of soft consistency 
-For all saturated soils, where the water 
table is less: than 2 ft from the surface 
K 
K 
K 
1/4 
1/2 
3/4 
K = 1 
r 
When the water table is more than 10 ft below the surface use the 
values of K for the unsaturated conditions. For levels of the water table 
between 2 andlO ft interpolate linearly for the value of Ko 
For both the vertical pressure on the roof and the horizontal pres-
sure on the side walls) the time variation of the pressure can be taken as the 
same as the variation with time of the pressure on the ground surface. 
Where the structure is only partially buried) the pressure on the 
vertical walls must be taken as 105 times the ground surface overpressure, for 
the maximum slope of 1-1/2 horizontal to 1 vertical. For flatter slopes this 
~~~e coefficient may be assumed to vary linearly with the angle of 
(
the slope to >~ for a zero slope. At no point may the sloping surface of the 
embankment come closer than 4 ft to the structure. 
I If the embankment does not meet tuese conditions then the pressure 
I on the side wall must be taken as equal to the pressures on the sloping sides 
\ of the earth embankment. The pressures on these sides may be taken equal to 
\ the reflected overpressure for slopes less than 1 on 1 or 45 degrees, and 
\ varying linearly, to the value of the side-on overpressure) In th the angle of 
\ inclination of the slope with the vertical. 
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If the water table is below the structure, the floor slab should be 
separated from the side walls, and it should be designed to support the floor 
loads resulting from the use of the structure 0 
When the water table is above the floor of the structure, the floor 
must be supported by the side walls to resist the static uplift produced by 
the water pressureo Since the side walls support the floor in this case, the 
side walls also will transmit the total dynamic roof force to the floor 0 
Therefore, in this case the floor shall be designed for the same forcing 
function as used in the roof designo 
30202 Arches"o In order to define the forces acting on an arched 
structure several modes of, response of the structure must be consideredo The 
principal respons~s are symmetrical and anti symmetrical, the latter corres-
ponding primarily to a flexural deformation and the former corresponding 
primarily to a compression in ,the archo For the purpose of defining the 
loadings most clearly, consider first an aboveground, uncQvered barrel arch 
structure 0 The most serious loading is one which comes from a shock travers-
ing the arch from one side to the other~ 
The symmetrical or compres'sion mode loading p is taken to be nearly 
uniform over the arch, and the antisymmetrical or flexu¥al mode loading Pf is taken to be nearly uniform inward on the wind-ward side and nearly uniform 
out-ward on the leeward sideo If the average pressure on the w~ndward side is 
p and on the leeward side Pl' then 
'\{ 
B, as in 
general, 
linearly 
time 
Pc = 1/2 (pw + PI) 
Pf 1/2 (pw - PI) 
(3.3) 
Let the central angle of the arch b~ 2~, the radius r', ahd the span 
Figo 2ao Basic data are not available for the loading parameters ~n 
but the following appears to be reasonable and may be used for'des~gno 
For ~he compression mode, take the pressure p as increasing~~ 
to a maximum, value 'of p ,the maximum side-oncoverpressure, in a 
so 
(1 - ~/j"() 1" (3.4) 
where 1" is the transit time of the shock wave over the structure, 
1" = B/U 
After this time, p is the same as the side-on overpressure. 
For the rlexural'mode, take the pressure Pn as increasing linea~ly 
I to a maximum value of . 
(005 + ~/j"() Pso (3.6) 
~ ..... ~~.J...\ 
in a time of 0051"0 Then the pressure drops to tHe value of one-half the 
average drag pressure at a time A 
(1 + 3~/j"() 1" (307) 
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and after this time the pressure remains equal approximately to 
_[ E 
2- 11: 
where qd is the drag pressure, and Cd is the drag coefficient for a cylinder, 
approximately 004 for-moderate overpressures, but may go up to 100 to 102 for 
overpressures corresponding to supersonic wind velocitieso 
. Where there are no anomolous thermal effects, the maximum values, 
q and p ,are related by the Rankine-Hugoniot equations, in which 
o so 
q = 
o 7 Po + Pso' 
where p is the ambient atmospheric pressureo 
o For an underground arch, where the cover is flat, the relations are 
simpler, and may be derived from the above by setting ~ = 0, (which corresponds 
to the outline of the earth surface, not the arch rib), and setting qd = 00 
The results are shown in Figo 2bo These are the modal loadings applied to the 
ground surface, in this case. 
For a partly buried arch, take a curved outline of the ground surface 
as nearly coincident with the actual surface as possible, and compute the modal 
loadings from the appropriate values of ~, etco, corresponding to the ground 
surface 0 
In general an arch may be considered as completely buried if the 
average depth of cover over the rib is at least 0025 B, and if the distance F 
from each abutment to the toe of the slope is at least 3 times the height of 
the embankment ho If the cover meets this specification, the effect of the 
flexural component of the loading may be neglectedo The flexural component 
must be taken at its full value for an average depth of cover of less than 
00125 B, and between the limits of 00125 Band 0.25 B, the reduction in flex-
ural component can be assumed as linear. 
The compressive mode of loading must be taken at its full value for 
values of H IB less than 005, and beyond this the reduction is taken as the 
same as fora~eflat-roofed structure. 
Where the specification for cover is not met, the arch must be pro-
portioned to have a factor of safety against elastic bucklingo This factor of 
safety should be at least 1.5 for a bare arch, or for one with an average 
depth of cover of less than 00125 B, and can be reduced linearly to 100 for 
Have/B = 00250 For greater depths, buckling need not be considered. 
In the computation of the resistance of the arch to flexure the fact 
that the arch is simultaneously subjected to compression should be considered: 
30203 Domes 0 The loading on a dome can be defined in much the same 
way as that on an arch. However, it is necessary for accurate determination 
of the stresses to be more precise about the maximum pressure on the dome 
surface. Thus, although the modal loadings are defined in the same way for 
the dome as for the arch, for an aboveground dome the maximum value of the 
compression mode loading is taken as 
u 
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and the maximum value of the "flexural" mode loading as· 
0·5 p n 
These maxima do not occur at the same time. The variation with time is taken 
the same as for an arch. 
In these relations p is the maximum value of the pressure locally ~ ~\ 
applied by the shock at the neRrest point of the dome, and it is a function of ~ , ; 
the angle of inclination of the dome surface with the vertical, )'. For), les s 1 ~ 
than 44 5 degrees, Pn is equal to the reflected pressure Pr' and for), greater ~~ ~I 
tr~n 5 degrees, p drops linearly to a value equal to p at)' = 90 degrees. • ~i 
For a pa¥tly buried dome the relations to be a~£lied are those -it 
corresponding to the nearest dome-shaped outline of the ground surface over - \ 
the dome. For a ~~:i~ dome{the loadings are the same as for a :fUIiy- - ~ \ 
buried arch, 100 p and 005 p for the compression and "flexuralll modes, ~V-" 
. so so 
respect.lvelyo 
The conditions for a dome to be co~sidered as completely buried are 
the same as those for an archo If the cover meets this specification, only 
the compression mode of loading need be considered. For average depths of 
cover less than 0020 B the Tlflexural n component must be considered at its full 
value 0 For depths between 0020 Band 0.25 B, the reduction of the "flexural" 
component can be assumed as linear 0 
The reduction in the compression component can be taken as the same 
in formulation as for an arch. 
For elastic buckling, the factor of safety of an aboveground dome or 
~ one with an average depth of cover of less than 0020 B, must be taken as l05, 
reducing linearly to 100 at a depth of cover of 0025 B, and for greater depths 
buckl.ing need not be consideredo 
303 FOUNDA.TIONS 
Very little information is available on the design of foundations 
for structures subjected to blasto The usual criteria stated in terms of 
allowable footing pressure or allowable pile load are not applicable: the 
soil generally has considerably greater shearing strength or bearing capacity 
under high speed loading than under static loading; and a bearing failure 
corresponding to overturning of a wedge or cylinder of soil beneath the footing 
is partly resisted by the inertia of the large mass of soil that must be moved. 
Both of these factors should be taken into account. Moreover one must note 
that the blast loads a large area of soil nearly uniformly to pressures some-
times considerably greater than those allowed by static design considerations. 
The presence of this loading affects the bearing capacity for additional load, 
but does not necessarily reduce it. 
In no case is it necessary for blast loading that the total area of 
the footings supporting the walls and columns of a structure exceed the area 
of the roof. At the worst, even in a soft soil, the structure can be built as 
a box with a base slab of the same strength as the roof. Such a structure 
will behave in the same way as the surrounding soil in general, regardless of 
the blast pressure to which it is subjected. 
l4 
Where the structure is founded on or in a col:esionless material, or 
even a moderately stiff but unsaturated cohesive ma.terial, the area of the 
footings may be considerably less than the area of the roofo In such a soil 
the resistance to penetration of the foundations increases with the movement, 
as friction develops in the material, and if moderate amounts of motion are 
perm.issi ble no special provision for bearing pressure under dynamic load need 
be made 0 However the foundations must be adequate for the static loa.d, at the 
usual allowable soil pressureso 
As a rough but possibly overconservative guide in proportioning 
foundations for cohesionless or stiff unsaturated. cohesive materials, it is 
permissible to neglect for dynamic loading the uniform pressure equal to the 
applied surface loading on the ground since this uniform force would act even 
if the structure were not presento To provide for the additional pressure 
above this value design the footings at twice the usual static allowable 
values 0 
For soft or saturated materials, the provision that the total foot-
ing area be equal to the roof area may be usedo However, care should be taken. 
that if individual footings are used they be below the grade and proportioned 
to maintain a uniform bearing pressureo 
3)·1. FA.CTOR OF SAFETY 
Since protective design, for reasons of economy, requires the appli-
cation. o£ ultimate strength concepts, consideration of factor of safety falls 
within the scope of specification of forces acting on a structure 0 Protective 
design also requires special consi.deration of the load factors which should be 
applied.o In the development of ultimate strength concepts for classical 
conditions of loading a load factor is defined which is used to increase the 
forces for which the elements of a structure must be designed (10)0 The design 
is accomplished by providing a member with an ultimate strength, as determined 
by the controlling mode of failure for the member under the specified loading, 
equal to this increased forceo 
In the field of protective construction, a factor of safety is 
inherently implied by the target analyst when he chooses the size and point of 
detonation of the weapon against which the structure must provide protectiono 
The factors influencing this choice are beyond the scope of the current study 0 
However, because of this implied factor of safety, the load factor for static 
and blast loading in combi.nation shall be laO, and the structure sha.ll be 
designed to develop an ultimate strength at a specified degree of damage 
response equal to this combined loadingo The structure resulting from such a 
design shall be investigated to determine its adequacy in terms of current 
building code reqUirements in reSisting the usual static design loads exclud-
ing the blast loading 0 
To use a factor of safety on each of the parameters that governs the 
design may result in a grossly conservative structure 0 Since these parameters 
are all t·o some extent uncertain or i.ndeterminate) it seems best to take an 
average or expected value to control the designo The final factor of safety 
can then most readily be put on the overpressure level at lihich the structure 
is designed to failo This will insure a more uniform factor of safety in the 
various components of the structureo If the structure is subjected to a les-
ser loading, it will remain undamaged or only slightly damaged and can resist 
a second or third attack successfullyo 
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Chapter IV 
SIZE AND FUNCTION OF STRUCTURE 
The size of a structure depends directly upon the basic function 
which it is intended to perform 0 Also, the clear span of the individual 
structural elements and the size of the entrances depend upon the expected use 
of the structure. For example, if a structure is to house personnel and small 
equipment] it may be readily compartmented, and the clear span and size of 
entrances may be kept relatively smallo Manufacturing processes requiring 
assembly line procedures, where the assembly line could be arranged in one 
long relatively narrow bay or a series of parallel bays which are relatively 
narrow with transfer tables at the end of some or all parallel bays, wouJd 
illustrate an intermediate case. For this intermediate case, the entrances 
would be no larger than the cross sectional area of one bay. An illustration 
of the upper limit i.n the size of the clear ~pan of structural elements and 
entrances would be the case of a manufacturing process requiring large 
unobstructed areas such as the fabrication of complete aircraft. 
The basic type of construction to be used, in turn J depends upon the 
requi.red size of the individual structural elements. As is the case in con-
ventional construction, the ultimate decision regarding the structural type to 
be used. for a given design condition must be based on the relative economy 
between the appropriate types available. 
401 SLAB VERSUS ARCH CONSTRUCTION 
As is the case in any engineering design problem, it is impossible 
to give rules as to the type of construction to be used in any particular case. 
The conditions at the site and the cost of labor and material in the area will 
be the governing factors in the determination of the proper type of construc-
tion to be usedo Nevertheless, if clear spans greater than 20 to 30 ft are 
required (depending on the overpressure), arch or dome construction definitely 
should be considered as an alternative to slab construction. 
4. 0 2 T-BEAMS VERSUS UNIFORM SLABS 
To provide the same amount of resistance as in the slab,T-beam 
construction will require a greater total depth than will the similar uniform 
slab 0 Therefore, the relative economics depend upon the cost of additional 
concrete in the uniform slab as compared to the additional height of the 
structure with a T-beam roof and perhaps the additional excavation required to 
maintain a specified head room. 
40 3 ENTRllliCES AND APPURTENA.NCES 
The size and function of a structure imply the method of construction 
and also the number and sizes of the appurtenances. The size of entrances 
15 
already has been discussedo Also this size implies the method of construction 
to be considered in the design of the closure for these entrances. To circum-
vent weight and mobility problems in these closures a steel element must be 
usedo For personnel entrances closures of the type used in buL~~eads of ships 
or of the type used in submarine hatches would be adequate. Larger entrances 
require specially fabricated doors and probably will take the form of a plate 
weldoed to a series of horizontal or vertical structural shapes similar to the 
procedure followed in the fabrication of aircraft carrier flight decks 0 Very 
large entrances may require a steel dome arranged to open in a clamshell 
manner similar to the bucket of a clamshell power driven shovel. 
Where it is possible to do so) these entrances must be shielded such 
that reflection of the blast will be a minimum. Frequently this will be 
impossible) and it will be necessary generally to design the door for the 
maximum reflected pressure expected at the location of the structure 0 
Other appurtenances may influence the required size of the entire 
structure 0 Rupture of the utilities at the point where they enter the struc-
ture or at some remote point may necessitate including emergency power supply) 
chemical toilets) storage facility for drinking 0 water) and an emergency 
communications system. This possible rupture should be considered; and) thus) 
space must be allocated for these emergency provisionso Also) residual 
radiation and extensive fires might make it impossible for personnel within 
the structure to leave for an extended periodo As a result) supplies of 
emergency food and even oxygen might be requiredo 
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The size of a structure depends di.rectlyupon the basic function 
which it is intended to performo Also, the clear span of the individual 
structural elements and the size of the entrances depend upon the expected use 
of the structure 0 For example, if a structure is to house personnel and small 
equipment J it may be readily compartmented, and the clear span and size of 
entrances may be kept relatively small 0 Manufacturing processes requiring 
assembly line procedures, where the assembly line could be arranged in one 
long relatively narrow bay or a series of parallel bays which are relatively 
narrow with transfer tables at the end of some or all parallel bays, would 
illustrate an intermediate caseo For this intermediate case, the entrances 
would be no larger than the cross sectional area of one bayo An illustration 
of the upper limit in the size of the clear ~pan of structural elements and 
entran.ces would be the case of a manufacturing process requiring large 
unobstructed areas such as the fabrication of complete aircrafto 
The basic type of construction to be used, in turnJ depends upon the 
requi.red size of the individual structural elements 0 As is the case in con-
ventional construction, the ultimate decision regarding the structural type to 
be used. for a given design condition must be based on the relative economy 
between the appropriate types available. 
401 SLAB VERSUS ARCH CONSTRUCTION 
As is the case in any engineering design problem., it is impossible 
to give rules as to the type of construction to be used in any particular case. 
The conditions at the site and the cost of labor and material in the area will 
be the governing factors in the determination of the proper type of construc-
tion to be usedo Nevertheless, if clear spans greater than 20 to 30 ft are 
required (depending on the overpressure), arch or dome construction definitely 
should be considered as an alternative to slab construction 0 
402 T-BEAMS VERSUS UNIFORM SLABS 
To provide the same amount of resistance as in the slab,T-beam 
construction will require a greater total depth than will the similar uniform 
slab 0 Therefore, the relative economics depend upon the cost of additional 
concrete in the uniform slab as compared to the additional height of the 
structure with a T-beam roof and perhaps the additional excavation required to 
maintain a specified head roomo 
403 ENTRANCES AND APPURTENANCES 
The size and function of a structure imply the method of construction 
and also the number and sizes of the appurtenanceso The size of entrances 
15 
already has been discussedo Also this size implies the method of construction 
to be considered in the design of the closure for these entrances. To circum-
vent weight and mobility problems in these closures a steel element must be 
usedo For personnel entrances closures of the type used in bulkheads of ships 
or of the type used in submarine hatches would be adequate. Larger entrances 
require specially fabricated doors and probably will take the form of a plate 
weld.ed to a series of horizontal or vertical structural shapes similar to the 
procedure followed in the fabrication of aircraft carrier flight decks. Very 
large entrances may require a steel dome arranged to open in a clamshell 
manner similar to the bucket of a clamshell power driven shovel. 
Where it is possible to do so, these entrances must be shielded such 
that reflection of the blast will be a minimum. Frequently this will be 
impossible, and it will be necessary generally to design the door for the 
maximum reflected pressure expected at the location of the structure 0 
Other appurtenances may influence the required size of the entire 
structure 0 Rupture of the utilities at the point where they enter the struc-
ture or at some remote point may necessitate including emergency power supply, 
chemical toilets, storage facility for drinking-water, and an emergency 
communications system. This possible rupture should be considered; and, thus, 
space must be allocated for these emergency provisionso Also, residual 
radiation and extensive fires might make it impossible for personnel within 
the structure to leave for an extended periodo As a result, supplies of 
emergency food and even oxygen might be requiredo 
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The equation defining the y:i.eld strength of a rectangular member of 
uni t width is 
d2 ~ k' (1 - kf1 - k'~ M 100 cp f (1 - -) _ cp' f' -)y y 3 s 3 
where~ 
/r ~ 2 (501) 2n n k! = V Ll~O (cp + cp') + 100 (cp + cp i _ k"cp 1 ) 100 (cp + cpv) 
In the expression for the dimensionless distance from the compression face to 
the neutral axis, k', the quantity n-l which usually appears in the classical 
derivation has been approximated merely by the value of no This is justified 
on the basis of the observation that the modular ratio, n, cannot be defined 
accurately enough to distinguish n from n-lo Experiments have shown that this 
ratio is defined reasonably well by the following equation which was presented 
first in Refo (12)0 . 
where 
n = 5 + 10,000 f! 
C 
By assuming a constant value of k" 
M 
Y 
8/9, Eqo 501 may be reduced to 
(503) 
This value of kIt is used for convenience in simplifying the equation. It has 
been shown expe~~entally, and it can be shown theoretically that within the 
limits of the nOrr:!lal values of kit the effect of changing this variable is 
insignificant when compared to the effects of the other variableso That is, 
t~e uncertainty of the actual value of other variables, especially strengths 
of materials) has a greater effect than changes in k". 
The value of Rf was evaluated for the following range of variables~ fV from 1000 to 5000 psi (This specifies a range of n from 7 to 15.); cp from 
075 to 105 percent; and C from 0025 to 1,0. Within this range, Rf is equal to 0000895 with a maximum variation of approximately.± 405 percent. Thus, Rf may be treated as a constant, and Eq. 5.3 becomes~ 
2 M = 00009 cp f d 
Y Y 
By use of the conditions of static equilibrium of a beam with any 
support condition, the yield moment may be related to the loading. By 
equating the moment determined by consideration of the static equilibrium 
existing when the beam becomes a mechanism, to Eq. (5.4)) the uniformly dis-
tributed loading which will develop approximately the ultimate resistance of 
20 
the beam is determined. This load for various support conditions of rectangu-
lar beams of unit width is given by the following equationso 
2 
0.0716 ~ f (~) (Simple Supnort) r f . c y L ~ 
r f ~ 000358 (2 + BY) ~cfy 
r = 000179 ~ f (~)2 fey L 
(Equal Fixity at Each End) 
(Fixity at One End; 
Simply Supported at the Othero) 
(Cantilevered Spans) 
The solution of these equations for a range of ~c and ~e from 005 to 
1.5 and for fy = 50,000 psi is shown as solid lines in Figs. 8, 9, 13) 14, 18, 
19) 23) and 240 The governing equation is shown in each figure to facilitate 
interpolation for other values of ~ and to allow simple mo~ification for other 
values of f y . It will be noted that no figure is included to define the flex-
ural resistance of beams with partial end restraint (e v < 100). Such a figure 
is not given since the condition of partial end restraint can be handled by 
direct interpolation between the given figures as indicated by Eq. (505)0 
The flexural resistance of a T-beam may be obtained directly from 
these figures by applying the following corrections where rf in each case is 
the flexural resistance of the rectangular element corresponding to the 
specified support condition. These corrections apply when the neutral axis 
falls within the flange 0 When it falls below the flange the quantity) Ac/k'bd, 
should be substituted for the number within the parentheses in Eq. (506)0 
(Simple Support) 
(Equal Fixity at Each End) 
(5. 6) 
(Fixity at One End; 
(Simply Supported at the Other) 
(Cantilevered Spans) 
501.2 Resistance to Diagonal~ Tension and Shear~Compressiono The 
resistance of a beam to diagonal tension or shear-compression failure depends 
on whether or not it contains web reinforcement. SpeCification of the para-
meters governing these failures is the subject of a large amount of recent and 
continuing research. Several investigators have indicated that these phenomena 
are a function of several variables. Because of the simplification of the 
computations, however, the existing design procedures consider these failures 
to be governed by the concrete strength, fl, alone. Since the limitations of 
this simplification have been recognized, ~he requirements included in these 
11 
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The equation defining the yi.eld strength of a rectangular member of 
uni t width is 
'-There ~ 
M 
Y t 
kl ~ f (1 - --) - ~' fV y 3 s 
n 
100 (~ + ~ I) 
In the expression for the dimensionless distance from the compression face to 
the neutral axis, k', the quantity n-l which usually appears in the classical 
derivation has been approximated merely by the value of no This is justified 
on the basis of the observation that the modular ratio) n, cannot be defined 
accurately enough to distinguish n from n-lo Experiments have shown that this 
ratio is defined reasonably well by the following equation which was presented 
first in Refo (12)0 . 
where 
n = 5 + 10,000 f! 
C 
By assuming a constant value of kit 
M 
Y 
8/9, Eq. 501 may be reduced to 
(503) 
This value of kTt is used for convenience in simplifying the equation 0 It has 
been shown experimentally, and it can be shown theoretically that within the 
limits of the normal values of k" the effect of changing this variable is 
insignificant when compared to the effects of the other variables. That is, 
the uncertainty of the actual value of other variables, especially strengths 
of materials) has a greater effect than changes in k". 
The value of Rf was evaluated for the following range of variables~ fi from 1000 to 5000 psi (This specifies a range of n from 7 to l50)j ~ from 
0~5 to 105 percent; and C from 0.25 to 1000 Within this range, Rf is equal to 0000895 \-lith a maximum variation of approximately ± 405 percento Thus, Rf may be treated as a constant, and Eqc 5.3 becomes~ 
2 M = 00009 ~ f d Y Y 
By use of the conditions of static equilibrium of a beam with any 
support condition, the yield moment may be related to the loading. By 
equating the moment determined by consideration of the static equilibrium 
existing when the beam becomes a mechanism, to Eq. (5.4)~ the uniformly dis-
tributed loading which will develop approximately the ultimate resistance-;f 
-
20 
the beam is determined. This load for various support conditions of rectangu-
lar beams of unit width is given by the following equations 0 
2 
o 0 0716 cp f ( ~) 
. c Y L 
~<~, 
r = 000716 (r + eY)-~ f 
f _ \ cy 
r ~ 
f 
r = f 
000358 (2 + e') m f 
't'c y 
(Simple Support) 
(Equal Fixity at Each End) 
(Fixity at One End; 
Simply Supported at the Othero) 
(Cantilevered Spans) 
The solution of these equations for a range of ~c and ~e from 005 to 
1.5 and for f = 50,000 psi is shown as solid lines in Figs. 8, 9, 13, 14, 18, 
19, 23, and 24. The governing equation is shown in each figure to facilitate 
interpolation for other values of cp and to allow simple mc~ification for other 
values of f y . It will be noted that no figure is included to define the flex-
ural resistance of beams with partial end restraint (e v < 100)0 Such a figure 
is not given since the condition of partial end restraint can be handled by 
direct interpolation between the given figures as indicated by Eqo (5.5)0 
The flexural resistance of a T-beam may be obtained directly from 
these figures by applying the following corrections where rf in each case is 
the flexural resistance of the rectangular element corresponding to the 
specified support condition. These corrections apply when the neutral axis 
falls within the flange 0 When it falls below the flange the quantity, Ac/k'bd, 
should be substituted for the number within the parentheses in Eqo (506)0 
rfT r f (1) (Simple Support) 
1/2 b
V 
rfT (1 + b) r f (Equal Fixity at Each End) 
b' 
rfT 1/3 (2 + b) r f (Fixity at One End; (Simply Supported at the Other) 
b ' 
r = b r f fT (Cantilevered Spans) 
501.2 Resistance to Diagonal: Tension and Shear~Compressiono The 
resistance of a beam to diagonal tension or shear-compression failure depends 
on whether or not it contains web reinforcement. Specification of the para-
meters governing these failures is the subject of a large amount of recent and 
continuing research. Several investigators have indicated that these phenomena 
are a function of several variables. Because of the simplification of the 
computations, however, the existing design procedures consider these failures 
to be governed by the concrete strength, fl, alone. Since the limitations of 
this simplification have been recognized, the requirements included in these 
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procedures have been very stringent for some conditions in order to insure 
safety. However, in the field of protective construction safety is required, 
but not at the expense of possibly no protection. That is, absolutely assured 
safety resulting from over conservatism in the specifications may lead to such 
exorbitant cost that very few protective structures can be built. This belief 
provided the impetus for studying the phenomena of shear failure in reinforced 
concrete which led to a procedure empirically defining the ultimate diagonal 
tension and shear-compression resistance. A summary of this study is given in 
Appendix A, and the results are summarized as Method 2 belowo 
Before proceeding with a discussion of this new procedure, however, 
it is desirable to consider a modification of the familiar ACI Code (13)0 
This is discussed as Method 1 belowo It is believed that Method 1 will give 
structures which are safe. On the other hand) tests indicate that it is 
overly safe in some instances while it provides a very small margin of safety 
in otherso As a result, Method 2 which considers several more variables is 
presented as an alternative. Under each method a discussion of beams with no 
web reinforcement is followed by a discussion of beams with web reinforcement. 
5.1.2.1 Method 1 -- Modified ACIo Except in the region of contra-
flexure in continuous frames) tests have shown that failure in diagonal 
tension or in shear-compression will not occur so long as the classically 
defined diagonal tension stress does not exceed twice the values permitted for 
normal design conditions by the ACI building code, ACI 318-56 (13)0 Thus, the 
resistance to diagonal tension or shear-compression failure for beams without 
web reinforcement may' be expressed by the following equation. 
V 
bjd 0.06 fT but shall not exceed 180 psi c (507) 
By assuming j = 7/8 and by substituting the maximum shear determined by 
consideration of statical equilibrium into Eq. (507), the resistance of a 
rectangular beam of unit width to this type of shear failure may be expressed 
by the following equationso 
r 
s 
(Simple Support or Equal Restraint at Each End) 
(Partial Restraint at One End, Simple Support at the Other) 
(Cantilevered Spans) 
The solution of these equations is shown as dashed lines in Figs. 8, 
13, 18, and 23. These lines represent the limiting conditions below which the 
Metz Reference Roo,," 
University of Illine~: 
Bl06 NCEL 
208 N. R08ine Street 
Urb~~av Illinois 61S0lt 
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flexural mode of failure controls for rectangular beams without web reinforce-
ment. Regardless of support conditions, the shearing resistance of T~beams 
w~thout web reinforcement is obtained by applying the following correction to 
the values specified for a rectangular beam. 
b V 
r sT = b r s 
When web reinforcement is provided the shearing resistance generally 
is increased. To obtain this increase, an amount of web reinforcement to 
prevent rupture of the web steel, when the concrete cracks, must be provided. 
This amount cannot be specified exactly, but 0.5 percent will be more than 
adequate 0 Since the concrete must crack before the web reinforcement becomes 
effective, it is assumed that the concrete contributes nothing to the shearing 
resistance of beams with web reinforcement. 
Classically the area of web reinforcement required is defined by 
Eqa (5 010) a 
A 
v 
Vs 
fwjd (~in a + cos a) 
If the web reinforcement is placed such that a is 45 or 90 degrees and if f 
equals the~yield strength, f , Eq. {5010} may, be simplified to the followin~ 
t . t-<-, , - t _ v: or" I' "'~ .t "7' , " . . -1- () I~ .' .. _ r r'! 1, .. ) equa lOna '-' ......... '-:;v.-v-~ .... 0-:7 ~-:-..:::--' ~t"~::"O ~ -V''"''(.\..-,.~\" ~----"e.~_ ""'"~l IV'-'I"(l'"~) "C, ..... -t..) c..-, 
II/ O'\~o ~\ __ ~ k L~i .~~ . V(~..,L(..\,-<~ ~\~ I ~ I 
V = 0000875 ~ f bd (5011) 
v v 
By equating the maximum shear as determined by a consideration of the statical 
equilibrium" of rectangular beams of unit width to Eqo (5.11), the following 
equations result 0 
r 
sv 
r 
sv 
(~) 000175 ~vfv L 
(Simple Support or Equal Restraint at Each End) 
-
000025 ~ f (-Ld) (7 - 8 1 ) 
v V 
(Partial Restraint at One End, Simple Support at the Other) 
r 0.0087 ~ f (-Ld) 
sv v v 
(Cantilevered Spans) 
The solution of these equations also is presented in Figs. 8, 13, 18, and 23 
for ~ ranging from 0.5 to 2.0 percent and f = 50,000 psi. For a given value 
of ~ ~ these figures indicate that the resistance of a b~am may be controlled 
by either flexural failure or by yielding of the web reinforcement. Which 
controls depends upon the specific value of ~ and ~ involved. The contours 
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are so arranged in the figures that the controlling resistance is defined 
irrespective of the controlling mode of failure. As stated in the figure) 
however) the shearing resistance for beams with web reinforcement may never 
exceed the resistance defined by pure shear. 
Regardless of the support condition involved) the resistance of a 
T-beam with web reinforcement may be obtained directly from the above by 
applying the correction stated in Eq. (5.9)0 
5.1.2.2 Method 2. The derivation and empirical justification for 
23 
- the following equations pertaining to diagonal tension and shear-compression 
failures are discussed in detail in Appendix A. Therefore) these equations 
are summarized here and their significance is discussed. By this method all 
of the observed modes of failure are empirically defined. The tests indicate 
that no diagonal crack has occurred and) therefore) no failure in shear has 
occurred when the classically defined diagonal tension stress is less than 
2 ~ (14). Thus) the following equations define the upper limit of assured 
flexBral behavior) and also the maximum resistance which may be developed 
without the possibility of failure occurring 'by diagonal tension or shear-
compression. Tnese equations were obtained in the same manner as Eqo (5.8) 
above and define the diagonal tension resistance of a rectangular beam of unit 
width. 
J'f" (Simple Support ~L Equal Restraint at Each End.) ( 5.13) 
r dt 005 (~) ~ (7 - 8 1 ) 
(Partial Restraint at One End) Simple Support at the Other.) 
r dt 1.75(~)~ 
(Cantilevered Spans) 
The solution of these equations is shown in Figs. 9) 14) 19) and 240 Irrespec-
tive of the support condition this resistance for a T-beam is defined by 
applying the correction given in Eq. (5.9). 
Since this contour defines the limit below 'i.;hich no cracks have been 
observed) this criterion insures that failure in shear is impossible. There-
fore) this may be used to insure safety) but the tests indicate that this 
criterion may be overly conservative. As a result) the following procedure 
was developed which specifies whether a beam will fail by flexure or by shear 
with diagonal tension or shear-compression controlling. This procedure does 
not distinguish between these two types of shear failure. It empirically 
defines the limit below which neither type of failure has been observed. The 
tests on which this procedure was based included depth to span ratios as high 
as 0.2. This approximately corresponds to the point where pure shear begins 
to control the behavior. Since) as specified belowj.pure shear defines the 
maximum resistance which may be developed) the procedure which follows appears 
24 
to insure safety as indicated by the observations made in the hundreds of 
tests from which it was derived. 
The limiting resistance developed when diagonal tension or shear-
compression controls the failure is defined by Eq. (5.14) for a rectangular 
beam of unit width with no web reinforcement. 
r 104 (~)2 (_1_) JfrCP . (Simple Support) 
sc L 2 + C c 
r 254 (~)2 (_1_) ~ (Full FixitY* at Both Ends.) 
sc L' 2 + C c 
(5.14 ) 
r 137 (~) 2 ( 1 ) JfrCP (Full Fixity* at One End, 
sc L 2 + C c Simply Supported at the Other) 
r 45 (~)2 ( 1 ) ~ (Cantilevered .spans) 
sc L 2 + C c 
If these equations were presented in the figures at the end of this report, 
they would result in contours parallel to those defining the flexural resist-
ance. However, because of the several variables involved, such a method of 
presentation would compound the figures considerably. Thus, the resistance to 
diagonal tension or shear-compression failure is portrayed as a ratio to the 
flexural resistance. The group of equations <5.15) express this ratio 0 
If 1 R 1450 _c_ (_1_) cp 2 + C f Y (Simple Support) 
( 5.15) ~ 1 R 1770 _c __ ( 1 ) cp 2 + C f Y 
~ 1 R 1315 _c_ (_1_) cp 2 + C f Y 
(Full Fixity at Both Ends) 
(Full Fixity at One End, 
Simply Supported at the Other) 
~ 1 R = 2520 cpc (2! C) f y (Cantilevered Spans) 
A similar expression exists for beams with partial end restraint. However, it 
is much too complex to be used with facilityo Instead, it is preferable to 
* Full fixity in the remainder of this section refers to the condition where 
the amo~~t of tensile reinforcement at the support is equal to the amount of 
tensile reinforcement at midspan. Note~ Very few tests exist for steel 
placed in accordance with the elastic moments. 
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interpolate between the limiting support conditions using the percentage of 
tensile reinforcement at the supports as the interpolating parametero 
25 
The solution of Eq. (5015) is shown in Figs. 10, 15, 20, and 250 The 
shear parameter in these figures may be determined directly from the nomogram, 
Fig. 60 The resistance of a T-beam may be related to the resistance of a rec-
tangular beam by applying the following correctiono 
100A CT + ~;) R c (Simple Support) d(lOO ki + ncp' ) IR + 
50A CT + Ie) ~ b') c d(lOO kt + ncp' ) IR + Ic 1 + b R 
(Full. Fixity at Both Ends.) 
~ d(:DO l~~A~ 3n~') (~ : ~~) ~ ~ ~ ') R 
(Full Fixity at One End, Simply Supported at the Other.) 
100Ac (~ : ~:Vbbl) R RT = d(lOO k' + ncpi) J\ (Cantilevered Spans) 
100A 
In applying these corrections it should be noted that the term d(lOO kl ~ ncpl) 
and similar terms are equal to unity when ktd is less than e; 
i.eo) the neutral axis lies within the flange. An attempt to simplify this 
correction proved unsuccessful. 
The resistance to diagonal tension or shear-compression of a 
rect~ngular beam of unit width with web reinforcement is defined by the follow-
ing equationo 
Since it is necessary only to supply an amount of web reinforcement sufficient 
to insure that the flexural mode of failure is developed, Eqo (5.17) was 
equated to Eqo (5.5) and the following equations were obtainedo 
f 
CPw 34.4 (2 + C) fY~~ 
v y f~ 
~w = 28.2 (2 + C) :y~~ 
v ~ f~ 
5 x 104 
f 
v 
5 x 104 
f 
v 
(Full Fixity at Both Ends.) 
(Simple Support) 
,-
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5 x 104 
f 
v 
(Full. Fixity at One End, Simply Supported at the Other) 
f 
'Pw = 19·9 (2 -!- C) -1- ~c;, -
v c 
(Cantilevered Spans) 
The solution of these equations is presented in FigPo 11) 16) 21) and 26 for 
f = f = 50,000 psi. For partial end restraint the interpolation procedure 
discusXed in connection with Ego (5015) should be followed. 
The amount of web reinforcement necessary to insure flexural failure 
of a T-beam is obtained by applying the follow~ng corrections. 
d.( 100 k Y + nep t ) 
50 A 
c 
\ 
b') 
(Full Fixity at Both Ends.) 
d (300 k 1 + nep!) 
100A 
c 
IR+I I- b ( 0 ! ~ IT + I: \2b + b' 
(Simple Support) 
(Full Fixity at One End) Simply Supported at the Other.) 
d. (100 k ¥ + nep j ) 
lOOA 
c 
As in the case of Ego (5016)) the term d(lOO kl + nep') and similar terms are 
equal to unity when k 1 d is less than eo 100Ac 
To complete this discussion of failure in diagonal tension or in 
shear-compression a recent paper (15) should be mentioned. In this paper it 
is assumed that for d.esign purposes the ultimate strength of a beam in shear 
is reached probably when first diagonal cracking occurs. The investigation 
sUlIlIllarized i.n Appendix A indicates that the ultimate strength in shear may be 
considerabl.y greater than the strength corresponding to first diagonal crack-
ing. At lea.st for the loads considered herein) it is desirable to take 
advantage of the strength which exists after diagonal cracking occurs. 
50103 Resistance to Pure Shear/~Tests (16) have shown that 
concrete when subjected. to a shearing force will fail at an average stress of 
002 fi o That is, the intercept of the Mohr envelope of rupture on the shear 
axis gorresponds to 002 flo Near the face of the support of a beam the shear 
acts in combination with ~ension on one side of the neutral axis and in 
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combination with compression on the opposite side of the neutral axiso These 
opposing combined stresses tend to compensate for one another so that a 
limiting pure shear stress of 0.2 fT would be expected near the face of the 
support 0 Tests of slabs (17) indica~e that this is approximately-soo However, 
to insure safety it is assumed that failure in pure shear develops when the 
average shear at the face of the support reaches O.lS fTo Thus, 
c 
V 
bD OolS f' c 
By assuming d = 009 D to reduce this equation to one involving effective deptn 
and by equating the maximum shear as determined by consideration of the condi-
tions of statical equilibrium to Eq. (S020) the resis~ance developed in pure I 
shear was defined. ~ ~ ~_ ~ -ci~ ~ .,;/~ ~(M." -rn:.,~~ ,('~ -r:-L..('~ 
~.~ .-b~t;,.. J --<....t*..i:'-" 4"\. .~~:f ~/~-;,,;i-- A'-'tZ ,vt .... ~jc. ... .I' J .J 
A'0.' \ '... \' ~ 
r = 0.333 f' (.9:) . (Simple Support or Equal sp c L Restraint at Each End.) 
(.9:) 
( S. 21) 
r 0.048 f' (7 - 8 1 ) (Partial Restraint at One End, 
sp c L Simply Supported at the Other.) 
r 0.167 f! (~) (Cantilevered Spans) 
sp c L 
The solution of these equations is shown in Figs. 8, 9, 13, 14, 18, 19, 23, and 
24, and these contours represent the maximum resistance which may be developed 
in a beam or slab. The resistance of a T-beam to pure shear is obtained by 
applying the correction defined in Eq. {S.9/ to Eq. (S.21). 
S.1.4 Resistance to Bond Failure. Tests have indicated that failure 
in bond when deformed bars are used for reinforcement will not occur so long as 
the bond stress does not exceed t~ce that specified in the ACI Building Code) 
ACI 3l8-S6 (13). Therefore, the bar sizes/must be so chosen that this condition 
is satisfied~' 
In addition to fulfilling the above limitations on bond stress, bars 
should be hooked) preferably around other bars, or welded to other bars to 
insure against possible pulling out of the bars. This last requirement is 
also desirable in order to provide continuity of the entire reinforcing cage. 
S.l.S Resistance to Combined Axial Load and Flexure. In most 
instances the elements of a protective structure will be subjected to a 
combination of axial load and bending moment. For a member which is under-
reinforced and for which the axial load is small in comparison to the ultimate 
axial force which the member could carry if bending were absent, the effect of 
the axial load is generally to increase the flexural capacity to an amount 
greater than would exist if only bending were present. This increase results 
from the fact that the failure of the member is caused by tension in the 
reinforcement or tension in the concrete. The presence of a compressive axial 
load reduces these tensile forces; and) thus, an increase in flexural capacity 
is obtained. 
\ 
( 
i 
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J The ultimate strength of a spirally reinforced column may be taken as defined in Eq. (5.22), with appropriate modifications for the gross cross-sectional 
area and the longitudinal reinforcing ratio, provided that the volumetric 
,. A f· .. 
spiral reinforcing ratio pi is .at lea~t equal to 0.45 (A~ - 1) f~ • 
··c·· s·-Eccentric~11y 10aded spiral columns, however, are not as efficient as tied 
co~umns ~Ith th~ same gross cross-sectional dimensions, longitudinal 
relnf?rc,ng ratio, and strengths of materials because the circular pattern 
of reinforcement does not develop the moment capacity available ;n the 
rectangul~r.pattern •. Approximate ultimate interaction diagrams for spiral 
columns simIlar to Fig. 5 are given in Ref. 30. 
Pu = 00()5 !'~ blJ + 100 ly (cp + 'CP') 
for Lid < 15 
Fer a colQ~l of unit width, with cp = cp', with d = 009 D, and with f 
psi, Eq. {5022} may be simplified to~ y 
P 
d
u 
= 0094 fV + 1000 cp 
. C for Lid < 15 
\ ./. ~~ J 
50,000 
t This last equation is shown i.n Fig. 4, and in accordance with the recommenda-
~efo (13).a linear t:~nsiti~n is use~ between L/d.= 15 and Lid =.400 
.. ?T~e ultlmate capaclty deflned by Flg. 5 was derlved on the basls of 
a flexural mode of failure to define the ultimate resistance when a member is 
subjected to bending alone. However, it is reasonable to expect that a com-
pressive axial force will have a similar effect upon the shearing modes of 
failure 0 Therefore, it is suggested that Figo 5 be used irrespective of the 
type of ultimate failure expected to develop in the membero The validity of 
this suggestion is supported to some degree by the tests by deCossio presented 
in Append.ix Ao 
5.1.6 Natural Period of Vibrationo Resistance of a member to 
dynamic load depends largely upon the natural period of vibration of this 
member. Therefore, it is necessary to specify this quantity. Any system with 
distributed mass may be reduced to an equivalent single-degree-of-freedom sys-
tem if only one mode of vibration is excited .. If more than one mode is excited, 
this replacement still may be accomplished approximately by considering the 
period of the predomi.nant mode excited. The error introduced by such an 
a.pproximation is insig!lificant when its effect is compared to the effect of 
varying other parameters such as strength propertieso 
When a member is subjected to the forces of a nuclear blast, the 
load is distributed practically uniformly. Such a loading will excite 
primarily the fundamental mode of vibration in beams and slabs. The period 
corresponding to this fundamental mode may be expressed (19) by~ 
T 
It 1 
f=l 
I j 
, 
11 
I· 
III 
I 
• 
• 
where~ 
R 0.,636 
0 
R 00636 
0 
R 10272 
0 
R = 10784 
0 
5 _ 28 t + 28,2 
5(1 + 8,)2 
,5 - 8' + 8,2 
5(2 + 8 t )2 
(Simple Support) 
(Equal Fixity at Each End.) 
(Partial Restraint at One End, 
Simple Support at the Other 0 ) 
(Cantilevered Spans) 
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These constants Ro are modified from their classical definition to account for 
the fact that ultimate strength procedures are considered hereino The modifi-
cations result from the effective period developed when the yield deflection 
is exceeded in a statically indeterminate membero 
The stiffness of a reinforced concrete member may be approximated by 
using the modulus of elasticity of the concrete and the moment of inertia 
corresponding to the transformed section defined by the classical straight 
line theoryo For a rectangular beam or a T-beam of unit width, therefore~ 
2 ncp'd3 (1 - k f) + 100 
However, these equations may be simplified by writingEqo {5024) in terms of 
the seismic velocity of concrete as defined by Eq. {5026}. The simplification 
of Eqo {5024) is stated in Eqo ~5027). 
c ~(i; ~ \J:~c (5.26) v 
R L2 
T 0 (5.27) RI d 
where~ 
R' 3.46 x 105 (in. per sec.) ~Ic3 
nd 
Now R' was evaluated for the range of variables considered in the determina-
tion of R~ in Section 5.1.1. For this range of variables Eqo {5.281 
approxima~es the value of ~! to within + 5 percento 
RI = 27,000 (in6 per seco) {Cp 
Thus, the limiting cases of Ego (5024) become~ 
T 
1 L2 (Simple Support) 42,500 (ina per sec.) ~ d --
T 
1 L2 (Full Fixi tY* at Both Ends) = 85,000 (in. sec 6) .JCP d per 
2' ( 5029) 
T 1 L (Full Fixity* at One End, 63,800 (ino per sec 6) JCP d Simple Support at the Other.) 
T 
1 L2 (Cantilevered Spans) 15,100 (in. per seco) ~ d 
The solution of these egua tions is shown in Figs. 12, 17, 22, and 27. 
These solutions are based on the mass of the element alone, and if any soil is 
placed above the element, the period must be modified in accordance with 
Eqo {5. 30) 0 
In no case should a depth of cover greater than the span length be 
considered, however 0 
5.107 Deflections a It will be shown below that the resistance of a 
member required to sustain blast loading depends directly upon a property of a 
structure which has been called its ductility factor. This factor is defined 
as the ratio of the maximum transient deflection to the yield deflection, and, 
for elements failing in flexure, the maximum value may be related approximately 
to the difference in the percentage of tensile and compressive reinforcement 
(6). This relation is defined by Eg.{5.31J, the solution of which is pre-
sented, in Fig. 30 
10 ~ = , , but always to be taken as less than 20, for flexural 
failures 0 For~she~r or diagonal tension failures, take ~ as 2. (5031) 
When an element fails by one of the modes of shear failure, very lit-
tle ductility in excess of the yield deflection is developed. This is espec~ 
true when diagonal tension or pure shear controls the failure. For this reason, 
the ductility factor usually does not exceed 2 or 3 when these modes of failure 
occuro 
* Full fixity refers to the case where the amount of tensile reinforcement at 
the support equals the amount of tensile reinforcement at midspan. 
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It frequently is desirable to know the maximum value of the deflec-
tion expectedo Therefore, it is necessary to define the value of the yield 
deflection. Experimental values and rather approximate calculations show that 
the yield deflection may be expressed by Eqo (5.32). 
L2 
Y 4000d 
L2 5 - 28' + 28,2 
Y 20000d 1 + 8 T 
L2 5 - 8' + 8,2 Y= lOOOOd 2 + 8' 
Y= 
3L2 
5000d 
502 REINFORCED CONCRETE ARCHES AND DOMES 
(Simple Support) 
(Equal Fixity at Ea.ch End) 
( 5032) 
(Partial Restraint at One End, 
Simple Support at the Other) 
(Cantilevered Spans) 
In accordance with the discussion in Sections 30202 and 30203, the 
buried arch or dome may be considered as a special case of the above ground 
arch or dome. Therefore, partially and completely buried conditions are 
treated together in this section. The resistance required by the two modal 
loadings first is discussedo Since these modes act on the structure in 
combination, ~he required resistance is discussed by the effects of this 
combined loadingo However, the total thickness of the shell of an aboveground 
or partly covered arch or dome cannot be less than that required from a con-
sideration of elastic buckling; thus, this phenomenon is considered next. 
Finally, a discussion of the natural periods of vibration is presented. 
50201 Static Resistanceo The uniform compression mode of loading 
on an arch or a dome causes a thrust in the structure as defined by Eq. (5.33) 
and (5034) for arches and domes respectivelyo 
s 
s 
p r' 
c 
p r' 
c 
2 
( 5· 33) 
If the dome or arch is uniform in cross section the thickness required to 
resist this thrust alone after suitable modification (discussed in Chapter VI) 
to account for its dynamic effect would be obtained directly from Ego (5.23) 
or Fig. 6. Wnen the criteria for buried structures are met, the restriction 
on span to depth ratio in this equation and the corresponding figure should be 
ignored. When these criteria are not met, a factor of safety against buckling 
as specified in Sections 3.2.2 or 3.203 must be provided using the buckling 
criteria specified in the fallowing section. When the arch or dome does not 
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have a uniform cross section, the thickness required to resist thrust alone 
may be found readily by suitably modifying Eq. (5.23) 0 
The above procedure gives some inSight into the order of magnitude 
of the required thickness of the arch or dome. ~~is thickness, however, may 
be too small to provide for the bending stress in the "flexural" mode of load-
ing which is also actingo To account for this second mode of loading alone, 
the windward face of the arch must have a flexural resistance corresponding to 
that of a beam. wtose length is equal to half of the developed length of the 
arch, sillply supported at the crown and supported at the haunch in the same 
~anner as the archo This flexural resistance is defined in the same manner as 
discussed in Section 5010 
In a dome, it is possible for the structure to carry even 
UY.i.symmetrice.l load.s by membrane action rather than by flexure, although local 
flexures are developed near the supports or at changes in restraint or thick-
ness elsewhere 0 The stresses for the compressive mode of loading are given by 
the simple relation~ 
cr 
c 
p r 1 
c 
2D or S c 
p r' 
c 
2 
The stresses for the antisymmetrical loading, designated as the 
llflexural ll mode, even though it does not produce flexure, are 
p.or! 
.1 
D 
p ri 
f 
The effects of the combination of flexure and compression on an arch 
are defined by the interaction diagram given in Figo 50 Use of this figure 
necessitates a trial and error procedure to establish the required thicknesso 
50202 Buckling of Arches and Domeso Since buckling resistance is 
one of the desigr: criteria for an aboveground or only partly covered arch or 
dome structure, simple relations are given here for computing the buckling 
load. For ar: a~ci subjected to uniform radial load Pc the thrust S is given 
by Eqo (5033)c wnen this reaches a great enough value it will produce buck-
lingo The b~ckling deflection corresponds to an inward deflection of the arch 
rib on one side ar:d an outward deflection on the other side. The deflection 
curve is app~oximately a sine curve if the arch is hinged at the endso The 
critical value, 8 ' , at which buckling begins for a beam is given by the 
relation for a ~inged arch: 
r?EI/L 2 
where L is the developed length of half the arch, and I is the average moment 
of inertia of the arch ribo If the arch is fixed at the ends twice the value 
of 8 'I is usedo 
Now to find the actual critical value, S ,for the arch, a curvature. 
cr 
correction is neededo This correction is as follows~ 
. I 
I 
,.1 
where~ 
S 
cr 
~ = n/~ with ~ in radianso 
Having the value of S ,one can readily compute the critical 
pressure p from the equation cr 
cr 
S 
cr 
r' 
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Note that for a semicircular arch with hinged ends one finds by this 
procedure the result 
which is exact. For a barrel arch I D3/12, and p can be expressed as: 
cr 
For a dome, the critical buckling stress in the shell, cr
cr
' is given 
by the equation 
cr - 0.6 E D/r l 
cr 
where D is the dome thickness and r' the radius. From this, the critical 
buckling pressure Pcr can be derived as: 
/.2 2 2 
p ~~ED/rT (5. 42) 
cr 
5.2.3 Periods of Vibration of _~ches and Domes. In estimating the 
dynamic resistance required for a structure or element it is necessary to D~ve 
a measure of its period of vibrationw Values of the period for a beam are 
readily determined for vaTious end conditions by means of the data and formu-
las contained in Chapter V, Section 501.6. Here formulas are given for arches, 
domes, and buried structures. 
For an aboveground arch, the natural period in the compression mode 
is given by the relation 
T 
c 
2n r' ~ m ED 
where T is the period, r' the radius, m the mass per unit of area, E the 
34 
modul.us of elasticity, and D the thickness of the archo Since m is equal to 
the mass density p times thickness, the expression under the radical becomes 
Jp/E = l/cv where Cv = velocity of soung in the material. 
For concrete, when E = 4- x 10 psi, and for a weigr..±; of 14-4- Ib per 
eu ft" c = 136,000 ino per sec or IlJ300 ft per sec and, for the radius in 
v ft" the peri.od becomes 
r' 
1800 ft per sec 
When the arch is partly covered, to an average depth Have' the 
period stould. be increased by the square root of the ratio of the total mass 
per unit of area of the arch rib and cover to the mass of the arch rib as 
defined in Eqo {5030)o In no case should a depth of cover greater than the 
span length B be considered, however 0 
For a dome the compression mode has nearly the same formulation as 
for an archJ namely 
T 
c 
21tr' ~ ill 2ED 
for E = 4- xl06 psi 
2500 ft per sec 
The same correction for depth of cover is to be appliedo 
For the flexural modes, the period for the arch is related to that 
for a corresponding beam, but the flexural mode period for a dome is taken as 
equal to the period for the compression modeo 
For the arch, the corresponding beam is one having a length equal to 
the d.eveloped length of half the arch" with a depth and added mass distri bu-
ticn correspcnding to the arch rib and soil cover. However, without serious 
error the depth may be taken as uniform" equal to the average value, and the 
soil cover as equal to H , but not exceeding a value of 0.5B. The end 
conditions fer the beam ~~~: for the springing line the same as in the arch; 
and foy the crown, a simple support. 
TGe deflection mode period for the arch is taken as a factor ~ times 
the period fer the corresponding beam. The magnitude of ~ depends on the 
n5.;:-.ure and extent of the cover, on the boundary conditions" and on the central 
a.n.gle ~o 
The central angle enters in the most convenient way by use of the 
number of complete loops of deflection in a full semicircle of arc, where one 
leop covers the arc~. Use the notation 
or 
Tj = rr / f3 wi th 13 in radi ans 
16':)°. 
Tj = ~/~ with ~ in degreeso 
Then for no cover, the correction factors are as follows~ 
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For a hinged end arch 
2 n + 105 
~2 _ 1 
and for a fixed arch 
(5.48) 
The type of deformation involved in these corrections corresponds to a lateral 
displacement of the crown of the arch. When the arch is even partly covered 
this lateral displacement cannot take place freelyo It is suggested, there-
fore, that for a depth of cover over the crown of more than 0.10 B, the 
corresponding beam period be use~.without correction, and for lesser depths of 
cover, the correction factor be applied in such a way as to correspond to a 
linear interpolation for the period, ranging from the fully corrected value 
for H = 0 to the uncorrected beam value for H = 0010 Bo Of course, the 
depthCof cover correction on mass should be us~d in each case. 
5.3 STEEL 
The strength properties of steel elements should be obtained by 
doubling the allowable stresses in the American Institute of Steel Construc-
tion Specifications (20) for structural grade steel. For other grades of steel 
these stresses should be increased so as to permit the full dynamic yield 
strength to be used. These modified stresses then may be used to determine 
the ultimate resistance which a member will develop. For all force conditions 
except for flexure alone or a combination of flexure and axial force the 
ultimate resistance is defined by applying the conventional elastic theory. 
To determine the yield resistance of a member subjected to flexure 
alone, however, it is first necessary to determine the conditions which must 
occur to reduce the element to a mechanism. For example, a Simply supported 
beam becomes a mechanism when the fully plastic resistance is developed at the 
center of the span; a beam fixed at both ends becomes a mechanism when the 
fully plastic resistance is developed at both ends and at the center of the 
span. These conditions are determined from the conventional bending moment 
diagram, and the modification to this diagram resulting from the sequence of 
formation of yield hinges; i.e., points where fully plastic resistance is 
developed. These-hinges occur at the points of maximum moment. The ultimate 
resistance is developed when the system becomes a mechanism, and this resist-
ance is determined by equating the maximum moments developed at the hinges to 
the fully plastic moment. This fully plastic moment is defined by Eq. (5.49). 
~p 
~fI ~~Q~ y c 
TT,e term Q is the shape factor for the membero For a rectangular beam it is 
eqUE.;.l to J. .• 5: for rolled beaIlJ.S it lies in the range from 1005 to approximately 
1020 ~~ereforeJ without serious errorJ the shape factor for an I-beam or a 
wide flange section may' be taken as 101. The fully plastic moment may be 
deternlined. readily for built-up sections by assuming that a constant compres-
sive stress equal to the yield stress exists on one side of the neutral axis 
an.d. a CSIlstant tensile stress equal to the yield stress exists on the other 
sid.e of the neutra.l axis. The resisting moment defined by this stress dis-
tri but i or.:. l.s the fully plastic mOllient for the sectiono 
W~en axial force and flexure act in combination, such as in the case 
of a mediUIIi thick plate, the ultimate capacity of a member may be determined 
readily in a manner similar to that just describedo A position of the neutral 
axi.s rr.ay be assumed from which an axial force and moment consistent with the 
assumption is computed. By making a few computations of this type and by 
plotticg the results, an interaction diagram for the member Uhder considera-
tier]. is establishedo This interaction diagram. then specifies the combination 
of for~es which will develop the ultimate resis~ance of the membero It is 
diffi=ult to establis~ such an interaction diagram which is applicable to the 
llie.LY configurations which may be fabricated in steelo Therefore, no such 
c.i.[-:.gre~ is showp. "b.erein. However., the determination of such a diagram for any 
ps,yticular configuration may be quickly determined by the designer should the 
need fer one arise. 
For steel structures also it is necessary to know the natural period 
of vibration to define their resistance to dynamic load. This value for the 
norrr1.a.l support conditions used is defined by Eq. \5.24). 
5 . lL RECOMl.cENDATIONS 
Several recommendations have been implied, i{ not actually stated, 
in the preceding discussion. As a summary specific recommendations pertaining 
to materials are presented in this section. Recommendations concerning general 
be::"c;,vior of [Caterial are discussed first. Following this discussion is an 
enumeration of specific details of design. 
For reasons of economy the elements of a protective structure must 
be ductile. TtlUS) any structural or material property which may cause brittle 
behavior should be eliminated. The percentage of tensile reinforcement in 
reir..fcrced concrete shall be limited to the range from 0.25 to 1.5 percent. 
The percentage of web reinforcement shall be not less than 0.5 percent where 
such rej~forcement is required. Where practicable, web reinforcement shall be 
used in structures when a shearing mode of failure may develop. Structural 
a.nd iTJ. ,=.ermedia+,e grad.e steel are preferred. Steels which tend toward brittle 
fra.(:~,ure shall be avoided, if possible. If they must be used, the yield 
strength assUIlled in design shall be no greater than 75 percent of the minimum 
static yield strength. Finally, in steel structures, details of fabrication 
must be such that severe stress concentrations and the possibility of intro-
ducing large residual stresses shall be avoided. 
Tests (21-23) have indicated that materials develop larger strengths 
urlder dynamic loads than they do under static loads. Therefore, for blast 
resis-sant design an increase of 25 percent in the static yield strength of 
structural and interme1diate grade steel may be a~umedo J/-?\' 7~ ()~ J}~ ) ..J." 
f'I'W //.y .... J\.."~1 d~J....~-;/:;'.... /~ ~~J fro VJV\..v'~  ~ . ~4 ~L :..M/'IJ2 
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The presence of axial load in combination with flexure on ~.element 
increases the flexural resistance until the axial load reaches approximately 
one-ha.lf of the load which the member could carry if no flexure were present. 
However, where flexure predominates, such as in the roof of a rectangular 
structure, the presence of the axial load shall be neglected. 
The strength properties of reinforced concrete shall be taken as 
specified herein. Except as modified here the ACI Building Code, ACI 318-56 (13) shall be used for specific details of proportioning and placing of 
reinforcement. In members subjected,primarily to flexure a minimum of 0025 
percent compressive reinforcement s:b..all be used. Ifaxial force predominates 
the amount of compressive reinforcement shall equal the amount of tensile 
reinforcement. Plain bars shall not be used for reinforcement. Where web 
reinforcement is used, it shall extend from the support to the point where the 
concrete is capable of resisting the shear. 
The strength properties of steel shall be taken as specified herein. 
Except as modified here, the AISC SpeCifications (20) shall be used for spe-
cific details of proportioning 0 .' 
Foundations may be designed such that the excess bearing stress over 
that which would exist if the structure were not present is no greater than 
twice the allowable static bearing for non-plastic or unsaturated soils. In 
such soils it may be desirable to make the foundations smaller so that energy 
is absorbed by permitting motion of the footing into the soil. However, for 
saturated or plastic soils the floor must be cast integrally with the 
structure and must possess the same strength as the roof. 
These recommendations apply only to a consideration of the blast 
load in combination with dead load. The resulting structure must be investi-
gated in accordance with existing building code requirements to determine its 
adequacy for dead load and conventional live ~oad. 
Chapter VI 
DESIGN PROCEDURE AND EXAMPLE DESIGNS 
A protective structure must contain sufficient resistance to sustain 
the dead and blast load combinedo The magnitude of the dead load is readily 
computed once the size of the structural elements and the amount of cover are 
establishedo Except for small span structures" for which attenuation of the 
blast load may be economically affected" the amount of cover will be sufficient 
to provide only protection against radiation. Size of individual structural 
elements may be estimated to determine their effect upon the dead load. 
Determination of the degree of protection required is beyond the scope of the 
current study. However) once this d.egree has been established) the magnitude 
and time variati.on of the blast loading on the individual structural elements 
are defined by the methods discussed in Chapter 1110 Design then is most 
readily acco~plished by first making a simple preliminary designo This prelim-
inary design may be modified subsequently by a more complex methodo In the 
fcllowi.ng the method of arriving at the preliminary design is discussed first 0 
Secondly the method of modifying the preliminary design is presented. Finally 
several examples illustrating the design of the types of structures considered 
herein are given. 
601 PRELIMINft~Y DESIGN 
Because of the fact that the thickness and reinforcement of the 
secticn of the roof and wall beams" or the thickness of the arch or dome roof" 
must be known before the period of vibration can be estimated) and the required 
resistance of the structure computed" one must have a procedure for preliminary 
d.esigno The simplest and most useful proc'edure is to proportion the structure) 
at. yield point stresses or dynamically increased yield point stresses" for a 
static load equal in intensity to the peak value of the design loadings 
previously described. In many cases it will be obvious that the structure 
need. net be red.esigned" especially when the period is very short and therefore 
t:t2.e loading ~an be considered as a relatively long duration load. 
In some cases it will be much too conservative to take the flexural 
mode loading for an arch as a static load. A few trial and error calculations 
will readily point out the proper dimensions) however. 
From the results of the preliminary design the natural period of 
vibrat~on of the individual elements of the structure is established from the 
a.pp:'opriate figure of this report for beams or slabs or from the equations in 
the precedtng chapter for arches and domeso If the ratio of the time of 
application or rise time of the force on the element to the period is greater 
t~an 200" ~odification to the structure obtained in the preliminary design is 
net necessary. For lesser values of this ratio the preliminary design must be 
investiga~ed further by use of the following procedure. 
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The decay with time of the force acting on a structural element in 
general is not linear. Yet it is convenient to approximate the curved force-
time curve by a straight lineo This approximation results in an effective 
duration which is somewhat less than the positive phase duration 0 This 
effective duration should be so chosen that the replacement triangular force 
has the same peak intensity and has the same enclosed area between zero time 
and the time of maximum response, as the actual force-time relationo The time 
of maximum response is defined in Figo 7. Before entering this figure, 
however, it is necessary to define the ductility factor from Fig. 3 and to 
compute the ratio of the intensity of the peak force to the static resistance 
of the element. Frequently the actual time decay characteristic of the force 
will not be known 0 As a result, the value of the effective duration must be 
assumed. The effective duration depends upon the pressure level. It lies in 
the approximate range of 0005 to 0.75 times the positive phase duration and 
increases as the pressure level decreases (24)0 
Figure 7 was established by exact solution of the differential 
equation of motion for a single-degree-of-freedom system with an elasto-
plastic resistance subjected to a triangular 'force pulse in which the rise 
time is zeroo This solution was accomplished by llse of the high speed digital 
computer at the University of Illinois, the ILLIAC. The following equation is 
a semiempirical representation of the response contours in Fig. 7, and it 
indicates the effects of the several variables upon the resistance required in 
a structural member. 
1 1 
- 2~ 
T 
+ 0.7 t 
d 
( 6.1) 
Equation (6.1) is exact to within + 5 percent for the full range of variables. 
Its derivation is presented in Re~ (6). The methods used in developing Fig. 7 
are described in Ref. (9)0 
The three sections following enumerate the steps to be followed in 
the design of protective structures. 
6.2.1 Rectangular structures. The roof of the structure should be 
the first element designed. This design is accomplished in the following 
manner: 
(1) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
(4 ) 
( 5) 
( 6) 
Assume that the peak dynamic force is statically appliedo Choose a 
value of ~ and enter the appropriate figure to find the required 
depth of the roof. 
Find the natural period of vibration from the appropriate figure. 
Modify this period if there is earth cover over the roof. 
Find the ductility factor from Fig. 3. 
Find the required static resistance from Fig. 70 
Compute the static load. 
Compare the sum of the required static resistance and the static 
load with the resistance obtained in Step (1)0 If this sum is equal 
to or less than the total resistance provided by the depth used in 
Step (1), the roof is adequate. If it is not Steps (1) through (5) 
must be repeated. 
--, 
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The design of interior beams and columns for a multibay structure is 
accoffiplishe~ with the following procedureo 
(1) Compute the peak force to be carried by a single column 0 This is 
equal to the total load on a single roof panel, and it was determined 
in step (6) of the roof design" Assume that this load is statically 
a.pplied. 
(2) Find the dimEnsions of the column from Figo 40 Since this figure 
was derived primarily for the design of walls, a unit width was 
assumed.. Thus, the resistance of a column is obtain~d by multiplying 
the value obtained from the figure by the width of the column. 
(3) Find the load acting on the supporting beamo This load is the same 
as that acting on an interior column except that the portion of the 
load carried by the column may be subtracted from the total loado 
This load may be assumed to act staticallyo 
(4) Find the required depth of this beam from the appropriate figure 0 
Mcdify this depth if the beam meets the requirements of aT-beam 
which it frequently willa 
Arl exterior wall must support the load from the tributary portion of 
the roof and the dynamic force acting directly along its lengtho. The design 
of such a member is accomplished in the follOwing mannero 
(1) Compute the axial load which is equal tOt one-half of the total load 
on one roof panelo 
(2) Compute the flexural component of the loading 0 
(3) Assume that these loads are statically appliedo By trial and error 
determine the depth of the wall from Fig. 5 and the appropriate 
related figureso 
(4) Fi~d the natural period of vibration from the appropriate figure 0 
(5) Choose the value of the ductility factor from Figo 3. 
(6) Find the resistance necessary to sustain the flexural loading from 
Fig. 70 If this resistance is equal to or less than the fle:x:ural 
loading found in Step (3) the design is adequateQ If it is not the 
st.eps must be repeatedo 
If the floor is cast integrally with the walls, which should only be 
done when the water table is above the floor level or where displacements of 
the whole structure must be kept to a minimum, the floor should be the same 
d.epth as the roof slabo This floor acts as the foundation and no other consid-
eration of the foundation is necessaryo Where displacements of the whole 
structure are of no great importance, no footings or other foundations need be 
provided unless static considerations require themo For foundations in 
cohesicnless material or in unsaturated., firm cohesive materials, the founda-
tion may be d'2signed in the following ma:n.ner as a more conservative proced,ure 
than the one just suggestedo 
(1) Establish the allowable bearing stress in the conventional mannero 
(2) Compute the length of the footing required to develop twice the 
allowable bearing stress plus the peak pressure applied at the earth 
surface 0 
(3) Find the depth of the footing required to resist the total bearing 
pressure from Step (2)0 
~e resulting design must now be investigated to determine its 
adequacy fer resisting the normal loads at the stresses specified by the local 
buildi.ng code 0 
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60202 Arches. The loads corresponding to the compression a~d 
flexural mcdes are considered to act simultaneously. Design of the arch is 
a.ccomplished in the following manner 0 
(1) Compute the maximum thrust from the compression mode of loading. 
Treat this as a statically applied load. 
(2) Compute the maximum flexural mode of loadingo Treat this as a 
statically applied loado 
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( 3) Find. the depth required by following step (3) for the design of an 
exterior wall of a rectangular structure 0 Check to determine if the 
resulting arch meets the criterion for buckling. If it does not 
adjust the depth accordingly. 
(4) Find the natural period of vibration which corresponds to each of 
the modes of deformation 0 
( 5) 
( 6) \ . 
(9) (10) 
(11.) 
Compute the application time or rise time of the two modes of 
l.oa.ding. 
Compu~e the ratio of the rise time to the natU!al period of vibration 
fer each mode of loading. If this ratio is greater than 2.0 for both 
rc.cdes., proceed te Step (9) 0 If thi~ ratio is greater than 200 for 
OLe ~ode but not the other) the mode for which it is greater than 200 
is co~sidered a static load; the other is dynamic 0 If this condition 
is rrQt realized for either mode) both must be considered dynamic. 
For either of the last two conditions proceed to the following stepso 
Chcose the ductility factor from Fig. 3. 
From Fig. 7 determine the static resistance required for the mode or 
~sdes which must be considered dynamic. 
CCTEpute t:::'e static load acting on the arch. 
FiEd the sum of the static resistance required and the static load 
for each rr.ode. 
Ir.vestigate t:!:J.e arch found in step (3) to determine its adequacy in 
res~st~ng these loadso 
~~e fCQ~~~iorr is designed in the same manner as the foundation for 
a rectangular str~=:ure. 
~he ~esliltir:g arch must be investigated to determine its adequacy in 
resisting the nc~al leads at the stresses specified in the local building 
codeo 
6.2.3 Do~eso The loads corresponding to the compression and 
11 flexural n mocies areconsid.ered to act simultaneouslyo Design of the dome is 
accomplished. in the following manner. 
(1) Corr:pu1:,e tr_e maximum tr..rust resulting from compression mode of load-
ing. Consi~er this as statically appliedo 
(2) COffipute t!-.:.e maximum thrust resulting from the lfflexural Tl mode of 
loadingo Consider this as statically appliedo 
(3) C8mpute the maximum thickness required for each of these modes from 
Figo 4. The sum of the two thicknesses is the required thickness 
provided that buckling does not control 0 Therefore) the resulting 
d.ome rr.ust be investigated to determine its adequacy against buckling. 
(4) Compute the natural period of vibration. 
(5) Compute the application or rise time of each mode of loading. (6) FollOW Steps (6) through (8) of the design of archeso 
(7) Compute the static loado This acts in combination with the compres-
sion mode of loading 0 
, --.. 
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(8) Compute t.he sum of the static load and the static resistance 
required. 
(9) Investigate the dome fourrd in step ( 3) to determine its adequacy 
resisting these loads. 
The design of the foundations for the dome is accomplished in the 
sa.rr:e maI1..ner as already discussed for rectangular structures. 
in 
The resulting dome must be investigated to determine its adequacy in 
resisting the normal loads at the stresses specified in the local building 
code. 
6. 3 EXA..MPLE DESIGNS 
As a summary and a~ illustration of the procedures presented herein 
several design examples are included in this section. These examples consider 
all three types of construction discussed) and they are carried out for two 
pressure levels, namely 25 psi and 100 psi. The two methods presented for the 
desi.gn of reinforced concrete elements are equally applicable to any pressure 
level. However, for illustrative purposes Method 1 is used herein for the 
lower pressure level while Method 2 is used for the higher pressure levelo 
Because the procedure is basically the same for all degrees of burial consid-
ered.~ Jr~y underground construction is illustrateci, but the procedure is 
mo~ified for arches and domes to illustrate the more complex condition as 
discussed belowo The necessary modifications for other degrees of burial are 
apparer.t in the preceding sections. For similar reasons the only soil type 
considered is a damp or dry sand whichy of course) is cohesionlesso 
T..'1.e average depth of cover would require a reduction in the flexural 
component of loading in the following example designs of arches and domes. 
(See Sections 302 02 and 302030) However) no such reduction is used because 
the design procedure) especially the determination of the required resistance, 
when the full value of the flexural mode loading must be considered frequently 
is more complicated than is the case when this loading is reduced or absent 0 
Yet the examples presented illustrate also the procedure to be followed when 
this component of loading is reducedo The reader should realize of course 
that the example designs are presented to illustrate oP~y the methods to be 
followed and that for arches and domes the resulting structure illustrated is 
more co~servative than would be a structure designed on the basis of the recom-
mended procedure. The recommendations would be followed in any actual design. 
In each of the examples the given data are hypothetical since 
specification of the level of protection and the size of structure required 
are beyond the scope of this report 0 For each case it is assumed that a 
minimum depth of cover of 4 ft is required for protection against radiation. 
Also a value of positive phase duration is assumeci) and the effective duration 
of the equivalent triangular force is estimated from the data given in Ref. 
(24)0 These data indicate that the ratio of the effective duration to the 
duration of positive phase may ra..'1ge approximately from 0.30 to 0.55 for an 
overpressure of 25 psio The sim.ilar range is from 0012 to 0030 for an over-
pressure of 100 psio In these ranges the lower value corresponds approxi-
mate2-y to the intercept of the initial tangent to the pressure-tim.e curve; the 
higher value corresponds approximately to the intercept of the triangle which 
replaces the impulse under the actual curve. The duration of the positive 
phase is assumed to be 2000 sec for 25 psi and 1025 sec for 100 psi which 
corresponds approximately to a surface burst of a 1 Mt weapon according to Ref. 
(3)0 TIlerefore, the effective duration consistent ,nth the assumed weapon size 
for an overpressure of 25 psi ranges from 00600 to 10100 sec and for an 
overpressure of 100 psi from 00150 to 00375 sec. The value of the effective 
·1 
I 
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duration to be used in each analysis depends upon the time at which maximum 
response occurs which, in turn, depends upon the natural period of vibration 
of the individual element being consideredo As a result the effective dura-
tion will be discussed in each of the following sections. 
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In the examples conventional practice in regard to the placement of 
web reinforcement is followed. That i,s, it generally is not practical to 
place web reinforcement in a slab or in an arch or dome J but it would be used 
frequently in beams. In accordance with this, no web reinforcement is 
considered except in the roof beamso Yet the design examples for the roof 
beam indicate the procedure to be followed when it is practical to place web 
reinforcement in other types of constructiono 
Since the procedure followed in the design of foundations would be 
basically the same for any type of construction the design is illustrated only 
for the rectangular structure. 
Finally, in each case, the ductility factor used corresponds to a 
condition in which failure is imminent 0 This assumes that the factor of 
safety has been applied in the specification of the size and point of detona-
tion of the weapon to be used to destroy the 'structure, and should the design 
conditions be realized heavy damage will occur. Following this procedure does 
not imply that maximum ductility should be used in every case although, in 
general, such a procedure should be consideredo (See Section 304) A ductility 
factor corresponding to light or moderate damage may be assumed and the steps 
to be followed in the design would be the same as those given belowo Therefore, 
the examples assume heavy damage only 0 
A sketch of each of the structures designed below is shown in a 
figure at the end of this report 0 
60301 Rectangular Structureso The two examples which follow assume 
that an undergroll...'1.d structure is required to house a manufacturing process 
using an assembly lineo It is assumed that a minimum clear span of 15 ft in 
three Earallel bays of 300 ft length and a minimum head room of 10 ft in each 
bay are' required. 
6030101 Design for 25 psi - Method 1. 
~tVJr[.Rl.JR. 
DESIGN' OFAROOF SLA~ 
Step (1) ~ 
Pm 25 psi (given) 
~c 1.0% (Chosen) 
C 0025 (chosen - See Secto 5.4.) 
8! 1.0 (Chosen - Normally in conventional design CPe = 2Cj)c to prevent 
cracks from developing over the supports 0 The conventional uni-
form load for the case under consideration, however, seldom 
exceeds 6 psi (4 psi dead load + 2 psi live load). For this case 
the conventional loading would not cause cracking; and, therefore, 
following conventional practice would require a very large amount 
f~ 
f 
Y 
L 
Set Pm 
d./L = 
d 
of steel over the supports to resist the shocko) 
3,000 psi (Chosen) ~, ~ 
./..-",""V.A./~ 
50,000 psi (chosen - If~al grade steel is used, it exhibits 
a minimu~ yield point o~approximately 40,000 psio The 25 percent 
increase for dynamic loading would give the chosen design stress.) 
15 ft (given - A one-way slab spanning each bay also is chosen.) 
= r 
0.080 with CPv = 0% (Fig. 13) 
0.080 x 15 = 1.20 ft = 14.4 in. 
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Step (2)~ 
T/d 
T 
Assume 
Then~ 
Step (3)~ 
~ 
Step (4) ~ 
1.B3 mS/in. (Figo 17) 
10B3 x 14.4 = 26.4 ms 
the weight of the soil cover is 100 pcfo 
m' is proportional to 4 x 100 + 1.20 x 150 
m is proportional to 1.20 x 150 = IBo Ib 
T' = 2604~i~g = 4705 ms o (Eqo 5.30) 
2. (Figo 3 - Shear governs the failure.) 
580 Ib 
td 006 sec = 600 ms (Since T is so 
pressure-time curve will define 
600 
small the initial tangent to the 
the effective durationo) 
td/T = 4705 = 12.6 
p /r = 0.77 (Figo 7) 
m 25 . 
r = 0077 = 32.5 PSl 
Step ( 5) ~ 
Static Lo~d = 4 x 100 +hI020 x 150 = 4.0 psi 
1, , , 
Step (6)~ 
Total Static Resistance Required = 3205 + 4.0 = 3605 psi 
Since this resistance is greater than the 25 psi provided, steps (1) 
through (6) must be repeated. 
Set r= 3800 psi (Trial) 
dlL 00120 with ~ = 0% 
d 0.120 x 15 =vl . Bo ft 21.6 in. 
T/d 0.B3 mS/in. . 
T 17.9 ms 
m' is proportional to 4 x 100 + loBo x 150 
m is proportional to 1.Bo x 150 = 270 Ib 
T' 2B.2 ms 
~ 2 
tafT = 21.3 
p /r = 0.76 
ill 25 
r = Oo7b = 32.B psi 
St t · d 670 4 7 . a lC Loa = 144 = . PSl 
670 Ib 
Total Resistance Required = 32.B + 4.7 = 37.5 psi 
Therefore, a slab with an effective depth of 2106 
1.0% and with ~I = 0.25% is required. 
inc with ~ 
c 
( DESIGN OF INTERIOR COLUMN 
t \ Step (1) ~ 
\
1. Assume that the columns are spaced 20 ft on centers in the longitUdinal 
direction and 17 ft en centers in the transverse direction. Thus, 
;~ the structure will be 15 bays long. 
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Total Load = 37.5 x 144 x 17 x 20 = 1,790,000 Ib (roof design -- The 
co~umns must develop the total re~uired static resistance of the 
roof 0) 
Step (2)~ 
~ = ~T = 105% (chosen) 
P /d = 4,320 psi for L/d < 15 (Figo 4) 
u 
Use a s~uare tied column (chosen) d, lJt~~~O = 20,3 in,; Lid = 10~,~2 < 15 
Total Depth in Each Direction ~ 2~:~ = 22.6 ino 
Use 24 in. s~uare columns with ~ = ~! = 1.5%. (Note~ This column 
size corresponds to the, 17 ft transverse spacing assumed above.) 
DESIGN OF INTERIOR BEAM 
Step (3)~ 
Step 
Assume T-beam action (chosen) 
Total width of web = Total de~th of column = b' = 24.0'ino 
Total flange depth = Total slab depth ~ 21.6 = 24.0 ino 
18 0·9 
Max~um Flange Width, b, = l+ = 4.50 ft (Sect. 705 of Ref. (13)) 
18 
Total Load Intensity = 1790000 x 20 = 140 psi (column design) 
4. 50 x 18 x 144 
(4) ~ 
~ = ~ = 1.0% (chosen) 
c e 
C = 0025 (chosen) 
Assume that the neutral axis will fall within the flange. If it does, 
the re~uired depth may be obtained directly from Figo 13; if not the 
re~uired resistance must be increased by the factor kTbd/Ac before 
entering this figure. (An approximate value of this factor must be 
assu-'lled. ) 
d/L = 00138 with ~ = l.l%(~ determined by interpolation between 
~ = 1.00 andv~ = 1.33% in Fig. 13.) , 
v v 
d = 00138 x 18 = 2.48 ft = 29.8 in. (Without any computations it is 
obvious that the neutral axis falls within the flange .. ) 
~~ = ~! ~v = 4;:~0 jf, 1.1 = 2.5% which is greater than the 2.0% allowed. 
w-: Therefore, the, max.im~ of 2. ~~. will be used and the depth ad~usted .~ 
accordingly. ~'-"- ;Yr,~ ... \ .•• ::...o.,. t,)...:. ~ . ...,.), r:t..;r c:f.:. 0/~-1 ;:Lu!:> ~-:'2.J(r/'~./~.~T 
. l.Jrf'7.-J..~ ; .... ·:b T ~y'~2..t ~O~ f-"'-i'-\:u-'-\ ~-1.,._ 
ReqUlred ~v = ~ x 200 = 4:50 x 2.0 = 0.89% 
d/L = 0.178 with ~v = 0089% (Obtained by interpolation between ~ = 0076 
and ~v ~ 1000% to establish a contour for ~v = 00 89% in Fig. 13. 
T:~en a vertical line through r = 140 psi intersects this contour at 
d/L = 0.178.) . . 
d = 00178 x 18 = 3.20 ft = 38.4 in. (Again it is obvious that the neutral 
axis falls within the flange.) 
with ~' 
Use a T-beam with an effective depth of 38.4 in. with ~c= ~e= 1.0~, 
0.25%, and wi th ~ = 200%. 
~;"/-t 
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DESIGN OF EXTERIOR WALL 
Step (1) ~ 
Assume the total thickness of the wall will be 1 fto Then the total 
width of an outside bay will be 17 ft. 
Total Axial Force = t (1,790,000) = 895,000 Ib (column design) 
b 20 ft = 240 in 0 
p 89~000 - 3 730 Jb/" f 1 th 240 ) - In 0 eng"'-_ 
Step (2)~ 
Pm 
step (3) ~ 
cp 
t x 25 = 6.25 psi (Section 302.1) 
= 1.0% (chosen) 
Step 
Step 
Step 
C = 1.0 (chosen - See Section 504) 
Wall fixed at intersection with roof and pinned at foundation. (chosen-
Unless the floor is cast integrally with the walls, the degree of 
restraint is highly uncertain. It is. best to assume pinned condi-
8 1 
L 
tions unless the footing is placed on rock.) 
100 for fixed end (chosen - See roof design) 
= 10 ft (given) 
Let p = r = 6.25 psi (trial) 
ill u 
d/L Qo035 with CPv = 0% (Figo 18 - flexure governs) 
d = 00035 x 10 = 0035 ft = 4020 ino 
P /d 3730 = 890 psi 4:20 
L/d 28.6 
Allowable P /d = 1,200 psi (Figo 4) 
889 u " 
p/pu =1800 = 0049; r/ru = 1070 (Flgo 5) 
r 1070 x 6.25 = 1006 psi (static flexural resistance provided) 
( 4) ~ 
T/d 
T 
( 5) ~ 
12.9 mS/in. (Fig. 22) 
= 1209 x 4020 = 5401 ms 
cp _ cpT = 0 
IJ. 20 (Figo 3) 
(6) : 600 
td/T 54:1 = 11.1 
p /r = loll (Fig. 7) 
m 6.25 5 63 "( t· 1 1 . d) r = 1.11 = . PSl sta lC f exura resistance requlre 
Since the required resistance is much less than that provided, a new 
trial normally would be madeo However, from a practical standpoint it would 
not be desirable to use d less than 4 in. Use a wall with d = 4020 in., with 
CPc = CPe = 100%, and with cpT = 100%. 
Because it was assumed implicitly that the roof slab would span the 
transverse direction in each bay, the walls at the end of each bay theoretically 
carry no axial force. The deformation of the slab, however, would induce some 
I 
.h 
• II 
ft~{ i'i.'I<'~" 
axial ferce in these walls. Therefore walls of the same proportions as those 
determined immediately above should be used at the end of each bayo Exterior 
columns theoretically require only half of the cross sectional area of the 
interior, column.s 0 However, exterior columns will be subjected to an eccen-
trically applied load, and they should be made the same size as the interior 
columns to account for this. Finally, where a door is placed at the end of a 
bay a steel beam with a capacity sufficient to resist half of the load on one 
roof panel should be cast into the roof slab to prevent excessive deformation 
over t12e door 0 
FOUNDATION DESIGN FOR COLUMNS 
(Note~ The following design produces a more conservative structureo 
However, it is illustrated since it is the most difficult of the three methods 
suggested_ ) 
Step (l)~ 
Assume the water table always below the floor level. 
Assume .the subgrade to be a well graded dense silty sand which is under-
lain by rock. 
Such a soil would have an allowable bearing value of approximately 4T/ft20 
Step (2)~ 2 x 4 x 2000 
Twice the allowable bearing stress = 144 111 psi 
Step 
Total force = 1,790,000 Ib (column design) 
Force acting if structure w~re not present 25 psi (given) 
Use a square spread footing reinforced in two directions. 
F' dim . b ~/1790000 i 115' ( 10 ft) ~an enslon, ,=V 136 = In. use 
1790000 4' Average pressure = 120xl20 = 12 PSl 
Design pressure = 0085 x 124 = 106 psi (Sect 0 1204 of Ref 0 (13)) 
(3) ~ 
Span (face of column to edge of footing) = 4 ft. 
~e 100% (Chosen) 
C 
d/L 
d 
0025 (Chosen) 
0.333 with ~ = 00 65% (Fig. 23) 
v 
00333 x 4 = 1.33 ft = 16.0 ino 
Use a 10 ft x 10 ft footing with d = 1600 in. with ~e 
0025%, and with ~ = 0065% under each column. 
v 
FOUNDATION DESIGN FOR WALLS 
1.0%, with 
Step (1) ~ 
See Step (1) of the preceding design. 
Step (2): 
Total Force = 3,730 Ib/ino of length (wall design) 
Force acting if structure were not present = 25 psi (given) 
Use a spread footing reinforced in one direction. 
3TJJ Required total width of footing = ~l~ '= 2704 in. (Use 2 ft 6 in.) )0 
37;1) Design pressure = ~ = 124 psi 
Step (3)~ 4 
th ' k .., . 20 . 4 6' ( 6 Total lC ness of wall = -0--- In. = • In. in. would be used to 
provide adequate coveroj9 
Span (face of wall: to edge of footing) = ~;I) ___ ; __ 6 = 12 in. 
CPe 
C 
d/L 
d 
1.0% (Chosen) 
0.25 (Chosen) 
= 00800 with cp = 0% (Fig. 23) 
v 
0.800 x 12 = 9.60 in. 
Use a footing which is 2 ft 6 in. wide projecting 12 in. on either 
side of the wall and running the full length of the wall. Use d = 9060 in.) 
cp = 1.0%) cpr = 0025%, and cp = 0%. 
e v 
The thickness of the floor should be determined from the forces 
introduced by the use of the structure. If the conventional live load for 
which the structure would be designed were known) it now would be necessary to 
investigate'the structure just designed for its 'adequacy in resisting conven-
tional loads at working stresses. A sketch of a typical bay of this structure 
is shown in Fig. 28. 
Step 
Step 
603.1.2 Design for 100 psi -- Method 20 
Tl"I!lf~I"'I-<-" 
DESIGN OF ROOF SLAB 
(1) ~ 
Pm 
cpc 
C 
e i 
f'l 
c 
f 
Y 
~ 
100 psi (given) 
100% (Chosen) 
0025 (chosen - See Sect. 5.4) 
100 (chosen - See Sect. 6.30101) 
3)000 psi (Chosen) 
50,000 psi (chosen - See Sect. 6.3.101) 
15 ft (given - A one-way slab spanning each bay also is choseno) 
Set p = r 
m 
L 
Figure 14 does not specify mode of failure for r = 100 psi. 
Shear parameter = 0.041 (Figo 6) 
R = 00865 (Fig. 15 - Shear controls) 
100 Equivalent Flexural Resistance Required = 00865 116 psi 
d/L 0.126 (Fig. 14) 
d 00126 x 15 = 1.89 ft = 2206 in. 
(2) : J7 
T/d 0076 mS/in. (Fig. ~) 
T 0076 x 22.6 = 11.2 ms 
Assume the weight of the soil cover is 100 pcf. 
Then~ m' is proportional to 4 x 100 + 1.89 x 150 = 680 Ib 
m is proportional to 1.89 x 150 = 280 Ib 
T' = l7.~J~g = 26.8 ms. (Eq. 5.30) 
I 
] 
I 
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IJ 
~J 
Step ( 3) ~ 
I-l 
Step (4) ~ 
td 
tafT 
p /r 
m 
r 
2. (Figo 3 - Shear governs the failureo) 
0015 sec = 150 ms (Since T is so s~all the initial tangent to the 
pressure-time curve will define the effective durationo) 
;g~8 = 5064 
0079 (Fig. 7) 
100 
-- - 127 psi 0079 -
Step .( 5) ~ 
Static Load = 4 x 100144108
9 x 150 = 408 psi 
Total Static Resistance Required = 127 + 5 = 132 psi 
Since this is greater than the 100 'psi provided, Steps (1) through 
(6) must De repeatedo 
Set r= 133 psi (Trial) 
d/L 00133 (Fig. 14 - Pure shear controls) 
d 00133 x 15 = 2.00 ft = 2400 ino 
T/d 0066 mS/ino 
T 1508 ms 
m! is proportional to 4 x 100 + 2 x 150 
m is proportional to 2 x 150 = 300 10 
T! 1508 y~~ = 24.2 ms 
I-l == 2 
150 6 t d/ T ,== ~ = .20 
P /r ;:::: 0079 
m 100 
r ;:::: ---- = 127 psi 0079 
700 
static load = IIiJ+ = 4·9 psi 
700 10 
Total Static Resistance Required = 127 + 5 =·132 psi 
Therefore, a slao with d = 2400 in. with ~ = ~e = 100% and with 
~' = 0025% is required. Incidentally a comparaole siao designed oy Method 1 ~ 
;,in this Xase would De ?-pp~oxima~ely 80 in. deep. "'fl....~ C(\ .. -t ~-- "::::'-:<':::z7:'_<.< ,~~--~ ...... ,--.a.-:t-
/''4~ ~ &~~v-... ~J-::r"""-____ ..... /)j0--~-:;,.'t.-~~....J 7--".v:...:~ ~7.-- t~ 2..~.-.:> ~ r':.or_ 
--~, ~~ -vt,,A ~~ '~~ ~~U ,,.-' v -r-:.-iL \, ~' . 
/;N'\. ~L-1)ESIGN OF INTERIOR COLuMl~ ~<.;;""" ~.I.-- "1 ~-. /----~. 1 '1-C<.l ::;....2../""""'"'\:A.....z ~.t.. 
I , ~ J Q 
Step (1) ~ 
Assume that the columns are spaced 20 ft on centers in the longitudinal 
direction and 18 ft on centers in the transverse direction. Thus, 
the structure will De 15 Days long. 
Total Load = 132 x 144 x 18 x 20 = 6,840,000 Ib (-roof design -- The 
columns must develop the total required static resistance of the 
roof. ) 
Step (2) ~ 
~ = ~T = 105~ (Chosen) 
50 
P /d = 4,320 psi for L/d < 15 (Figo 4) 
u 
Use a square tied column (chosen) 
d 6840000 4320 (Since the 18 ft transverse column spacing 
allows a column with only a 36 ino total depth this spacing must be 
increased to 19 fto) 
Total Load = I* x 6,840,000 = 7,210,000 Ib 
7210000 . 10 x 12 
d 4320 = 4009 lno; L/d = 4009 < 15 
Total Depth in Each Direction ~ 4~:~ = 4504 ino 
Use 48 ino square columns with ~ = ~~ = 105%0 (Note~ This column 
size corresponds to the 19 ft transverse spacing assumed aboveo) 
DESIGN OF INTERIOR BEAM 
step (3) ~ 
Step 
A T-beam cannot be used because the limitations in Secto 705 of Refo (13) 
cannot be meto 
7210000 x 16 
20 Total Load Intensity = 4 x 16 x 144 = 625 psi 
(4) ~ 
~c 
C 
d/L 
d 
f' 
c 
~c 
d/L 
d 
~ = 105% (chosen for minimum depth) 
e 
0025 (Chosen) 
= 00625 (Figo 14 - Pure shear controls and ~ = ~c may be reduced to 
005%) e 
= 00625 x 16 = 10 ft = 120 ino (Such a depth is impractical. To 
reduce this depth a concrete strength f~ of 5,000 psi should be used 
in whi.ch case the same strength should be used in the slab design. 
However, this increased strength would result in a value for the 
shear parameter of 0.0317 and the flexural mode of failure would 
govern the slab design. To illustrate the procedure for shear-
compression governing failure, the slab design will not be changed, 
but the beam design will be modified for f' = 5,000 psio) 
5,000 psi c 
~ = 005% (Chosen) 
e 
00375 (Figo 14 - Pure shear controlso) 
00375 x 16 = 6000 ft = 7200 ino 
Use a rectangular beam with an effective depth (from top of roof 
slab to center of gravity of tensile reinforcement) of 72.0 ino with ~ = ~e 
005% and with ~~ = 0013%0 c 
DESIGN OF EXTERIOR WALL 
Step (1): 
Assume the total thickness of the wall will be 1 fto Then the total 
width of an outside bay will be 18 fto 
I 
&1 
51 
~c--=a.1 Axial Force = ~ (6,840,000) = 3,420,000 Ib (colmnn desigr:) 
"8 20 ft = 240 inn 
3420000 4 / F ~4C--- = 1.,300 lb ino of length 
St.ep (2): 
Prr. 
Step (3) ~ 
cp = 100% (chcsen) 
= 1.00 (ctosen - See Secto 5.4.) 
Wa:::"l fixed at i.ntersection with roof and pinned at foun.datioLo (chosen-
Unless tb.e floor is cast integrally with the walls, the degree of 
restraint is :h.igr~y uncertain. It is best to assume pinned condi~ 
Step 
Step 
tions unless the footing is placed on. rock.) 
e: 
L 
100 for fixed end (Chosen) 
10 ft (given) 
l!et Prr. = r u = 25 nO psi (trial) 
FigurE: 19 d.ces not specify the mode of failure 0 
S~:~e2,r Par2!r.eter = o. 041 (Fig. 6) 
B. = 0.0642 (Fig., 20 - Shear controls 0) 
25 :Squiva,l~nt Flexural Resistance Required = 00642 = 3900 psi 
C-/L 00086 (Fig. 19) 
d 00086 x 10 = 0.86 ft = 10.3 ino 
/ 
14300 4 . P d. 3 = 1, :00 psi 100 
L/0~ 11065 
Allowable PU/d = 3,820 psi (Fig., 4) 
p/p =. 1~0 = 0036, r/r = 1080 (Figo 5) 
u 3j20 u 
1080 x 2500 = 4500 psi (static flexural resistance provided.) r . 
. 4\ 0 
' •• ) 0 
T/d 2012 rus/ino 
T 2012 x 10.3 = 2108 ms 
( 5) ~ 
~ 2 (shear controls) 
Step (6) ~ I 50 
td/T = ;108 = 6.89 
p /r = 0.79 (Fig. 7) 
ill: 
r = ~~7~ = 3106 psi (static flexural resistance required) 
Us~ a wa~l with d = 10.3 ino, with ~c = ~e = 1.0%, and with cpt = 1,0%. 
Ncte t~;.s tota.l tr.!.ickness of the wall would be very nearly equal to the 1 ft 
assurned in tJ:-J..e determination of the axial force. 
Refer to the last paragraph following the design of the exterior wall 
l~ Secticn 6030101 (po 43)0 Tnese COITIlI!.ents are equally applicable here. 
fO~~AT=ON DESIGN 
~'Nc+,e ~ T'!..8 fol.lc\oTing design produces a more conservative structure 0 
:'::owev~r, it is i.llustrated since it is the m.ost difficult of the three me-:'hods 
sugges·..;ed. ) 
52 
Step (1): 
Assume the water table always below the floor levelo 
Assume the subgrade to be a well graded dense silty sand which is under-
lain by rock 0 
Such a soil would have an allowa.ble bearing value of approximately 4 T/ft20 
Step (2)~ 
2 x 4 x 2000 Twice the allowable bearing stress = 14h' III psi 
Total force = 7,210,000 Ib (column design) 
Force acting if structure were not present = 100 psi (given) 
Use a square spread footing reinforced in 2 directionso 
PI dim . b V 7210000_ an ens lon, ,= 211 = 185 in. (Use 15 ft 6 ina) 
Since this plan dimension is practically equal to the spacing between 
bays, individual footings cannot be economically justifiedo Therefore, despite 
the assumption that the floor is above the water table, it is desirable to cast 
the floor integrally with the exterior walls and columns for this case. The 
floor would then be proportioned in the same manner as the roof, and the floor 
would be the foundation for the structure. With the flpor cast integrally with 
the exterior walls, these walls could be considered as fixed at their inter-
section with the floor and their design modified accordinglyo However, to 
maintain a direct comparison between the two methods of design presented 
herein, this modification is not made. For the same reason the design of 
spread footings for the columns for this case are completed even though these 
footings cannot be justifiedo 
Step (2) cont'd~ 
7210000 
Average pressure = 186 x 186 208 psi 
Design pressure = 0.85 x 208 177 psi (Sect. 1204 of Refo (13)) 
Step (3) ~ 
Span (face of column to edge of fo~ting) = 5 ft 9 ino = 69 ino 
~e 100% (Chosen) 
C 0025 (Chosen) 
Figure 24 does not specify the mode of failureo 
Shear parameter = 0.041 (Fig. 6) 
Flexural mode of failure -governs. (Fig. 25) 
d/L = 0.445 (Figo 24) 
d = 00445 x 69 = 26.3 in. 
If a spread footing were used under the exterior walls, the design 
would be accomplished in a manner very similar to that just presentedo 
If the conventional live load for which the structure would be 
designed were known, it now would be necessary to investigate the structure 
just designed for its adequacy in resisting conventional loads at working 
stresses. A sketch of a typical bay of this structure is shown in Fig. 290 
6.3.2 Arches. In the two examples which follow the over-all 
dimensions are comparable with those of the rectangula.r structures just con-
sidered. A semicircular arch with a total span of 50 ft, a rise of 25 ft, and 
a total length of 300 ft is considered in each of the two cases o The design 
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of barrel arches is illustratedj the design ot ribbed arches may be 1n:rerred. 
fran the methods presented. in the several examplel in this chapter. 
6.3.2.1 Design ot arch tor 25 psi -- Method 1. 
Step (1): 
Pc :: 25·0 psi (Fig. 2b) 
r I = 25 fi = :;00 in. ( given) 
S = 25.0 x :;00 = 7}500 lb/in. of length (Eq. 5.33) 
Step (2): ( 
= l x 25.0 = 12.5 si (Fi . 20) See p. 42. If this were an actual 
P f 2 P 2~ design} a lesser value yould be used.) 
Halt' the d.eve loped length = 2 = 39. 2 fi. 
step (3): 
~ = 1.0~ (chosen) 
C = 1.0 (chosen - See Sect. 5.4) 
f' = 3}OOO psi (chosen) 
c 
f = 50} 000 psi (chosen) y 
Let Pf = ru = 12·5 psi (trial) 
L 39.2 ft. 
Simple support at the haunch. (chosen - Unless the foundation rests 
directly on rock or the floor is cast integrally vith the arch) the 
degree of restraint is highly uncertain. It is best to assume that 
no·restraint eXists.) 
Simple support at the crown (Sect. 5.2.1) 
d/L 0.0595 ~ith ~v = O~ (Fig. 8 - Flexure controls) 
d 0.0595 x 39.2 = 2.33 ft = 28.0 in. 
I 1500 pi d S d = 2d.O" = 'Zl0 psi 
P /d = 3}820 psi (Fig. 4) 
u ~O 
p/Pu = = 0.070 
rlr 1.25 (Fig. 5) 
u 
r 1.25 x 12.5 = 15.6 psi (static flexural resistance provided) 
This resistance may be too large; before it is modified} however, 
the dynamic effect should be investigated. 
step (4): 25 
Tc ~ 1800 = 13·9 rna (Eq. 5.44) 
H 
ave 
Total Volume of Soil in a 1 ft Longitudinal Section 
Span 
2 
H 
ave 
4 x 50 x 1 + 50 x 25 x 1 _ -rr x 25 x 1 
-------5~O-__ --2-- = 9·38 ft (Hc c: 4 ft; 
r' = 25 ft - given) 
Assume the soil ~ighs 100 pcf. 
m' is proportional to 9.}8 x 100 + 2.33 x 150 
m is proportional to 2.33 x 150 = 350 lb. 
1,290 Ib 
~. 
54 
T' 
c 
Tid 
T 
T' 
H /B 
c 
11 
y 
= 13· 9 1P?!O = 2f). 7 ma (E'l.' 5.30 - Canpression mode) 
= 6.50 mS/in. (Fig. 12) 
= 6.50 X 2B. 0 % 182 ms 
182~lm = 349 me (E'l.' 5.30 - Flexural mode) 
4 . 
= 50 = 0.08 
7f 
= - = 2 . 
7f 
'2 
2 
= 22 + 1·5 = 1.83 (E~. 5.47) 
2 - 1 
Corrected T' 
Corrected T' 
Step (5): 
[1 + 0.83(O·~~1; 0.08)]T' 
410 ms (Sect. 5.2.3) 
u 1 6 x 25·0 / ( ) = 1,130 + 7 x 14.7 1,770 ft sec Notation 
T ~'7~ = 2tL 2 ms (E~. 3· 5) 
Step (6): 
T/T~ ~:~ = 1.06 (Compression mode) 
1 1 28.2 ~/T'= 2 ~ = 0.034 (Flexural mode) 
Step (7): 
Ile 
J..i 
Step (8): 
Therefore, both modes must be treated as dynamically applied. 
= 2 (Compression mode - In this mode the arch fails by crushing of 
the concrete ~hich is a relatively brittle failure.) 
20 (Flexural mode - Fig. 3) 
td 0.60 (Compression mode - The natural period of vibration in this 
mode is so short that the initial slope of the pressure-time curve 
controls. ) 
td = 28.2 (Flexural mode - See Fig. 2b) 
t'/T'= 600 = 22.5 
d c ~
t d/T·' = ~~ 2 = 0.070 
p /r = 0.75 (Compression mode) 
m 
25·0 . ( ) 
r = 0.75 = 33·3 PSl Compression mode 
p /r - 30 (Flexural mode) 
m ~ 12 5 
r = ~ 0.42 psi (Flexural mode) 
Step (9): 1 0 
Average Static Load = ltlt = 8·95 psi 
Step (10): 
Total Axial Resistance Required = 33.3 + 9.0 = 42.3 psi 
Total Flexural Resistance Required = 0.42 ~ 8.95 = 9.4 psi 
II 
: i 
I 
t 
i 
i r 
lr 
.1 t 
11 
(Note that in an actual design the static load included in this canputatic.m I 
of flexural resistance 'Would be reduced in :,he same manner as the [ ..... 
dynamic load). 
Step (11): 
Inves"tigate Buckling Crit~ria: 
!. 
H IB = ~50' ~ 0.19 ave 
6 2 
P _ 4 x 10 x ( 2. 33) __ ) 3 810 psi (Eq. 5.40a cr::: 4 x (25) 
", (0 25 - 0.19 ) 4 ( ) Factor of Safety::: 1 + 0·5 0:25 _ 0.125 D 1.2 Sect. 3·2.2 
810 Allo ....... able P -::-:::T'" - 650 psi cr - 1.24 - The arch is satisfactory for buckling. 
s 42.3 x 300:: 12,700-lb/in. of length 
pld : Sid ~ 12£00 : 450 psi" 
" .0 
450 plPu 3S2O: 0.12 
rlr : 1.43 (Fig. 5) 
r u - 1.4:t,:x 12.'5:: 1.7.9 'P.8 i (Tptal flexural resistance provided) 
This is greater than the 9',4 psi req,uired. Therefore, Steps (3) to 
( 11) -will be repeated. 
r 5 psi (Trial) 
u 
aiL : 0.037 (Flexure controls) 
d 0.037 x 39.2 :: 1.45 ft = 17.4 in. 
T 
c = 13.9 ms 
mt is proportional to 1160 lb. 
m is proportional to 220 lb. 
, - (llbo 3 
'T~ :: 13.9'1 -m:: 2 ms 
Tid 17 !1:s/in. 
T 17 x 17.4 = 300 ms 
T f )00 ' fllbO :: 690 IDS \f225 
corrected T' = 790 ms 
1" 28.2 rns 
1"/T~ = ~;2 = 0.88 (compression mode) 
~ T/T'= ! 28.2 = 0.02 (Flexural mode) 
2 2 792 
t'/T': 600 = 19 
d c 32 
t IT'= 28.2 = 0.03 
d -" 790 
p /r = 0.77(CJnpression ~ode) 
m 25 
r = 0.77 ~ 32 psi (Cowpression mode) 
p /r - 70 (Flexural ~ode) 
m =_ 
r = 172~5 = 0.2 psi (Flex~al mode) 
1160 Average Static Load = ~ = 8.1 psi 
Total Axial Resist~~ce Re~uired :: 32 + 8 = 40 psi 
Total Flexural Resistance Required ~ C.2 + 8.1 :: 8.3 psi 
1.45 3 
Allo ....... able Pcr :: 650 (2.33) :: 160 psi -- Arch satisfactory for buckling. 
S 40 x 300 = 12,000 Ib/in. of length 
l~OO p/d = Sid ~ ~ 690 psi 
55 
-p/pu :z: ~20 II: 0.18 
r/r ::: 1.65 
u 
Total Flexural Resistance Provided z 1.65 x 5 ::: 8.3 psi 
This is satisfactory and an arch ~idth d n 18.0 in., ~ = ~' ~ 1.O~, 
and ~ = O~ may be used. A sketch of this section 1s shown in Fig. 30. 
v 
Step (1): 
Pc 
r' 
6.3.2.2 Design of arch for 100 psi - Method 2. 
= 100 psi (Fig. 2b) 
25 ft = 300 in. (given) 
100 x 300 = 30,000 Ib/in. of length (Eq. 5.33) S 
step (2): 
Pf 
:z:: ! x 100 = 50.0 si (Fi • 2b) (See 'po 42. If this were an actual 
2 p g desigr., a lesser value would be used.) 
'Ralf 
Step (3): 
q> 
C 
f' 
c 
, 257r 
the developed length::: 2 = 39·2 fi., 
= 1.0~ (chosen) 
1.0 (chosen - See Sect. 5.4) 
3,000 psi (chosen) 
f 50,000 psi (chosen) y 
Let Pf = ru = 50·0 psi (trial) 
L 39.2 ft 
Simple support at haunch and crovu. (See Sect. 6.3.2.1) 
Figure 9 does not specify mode of failure. 
Shear Parameter = 0.055 (Fig. 6) 
R = 0.527 (Fig. 10 - s,hearing mode of failure) 
Equivalent Flexural Resistance Required = O~~ = 95 psi 
d/L = 0.163 with ~v = O~ (Fig. 9) 
d = 0.163 x 39.2 = 6.39 ft = 76.7 in. 
I I 30000 P d = S d = ~ = 390 psi 
p Id = 3,820 psi (Fig. 4) 
P/Pu = ~~ = 0.102 
r/r 1.38 (Fig. 5) 
u 
r = 1.38 x 50.0 = 69.0 psi (static flexural resistance provided) 
Step (4): 
Tc :- 1@60 = 13·9 ms (Eq. 5.44) 
H 
ave 
H 
ave 50 
r' = 25 ft - given) 
Asswne the soil weighs 100 pcf. 
ml is proportional to 9.38 x 100 + 
m is proportional to 6.39 x 150 
6.39 x 150 
960 lb. 
1,900 lb. 
4 ftj 
!~ 
.. "': 
I 
I ,!~ 
If! 
l 
r~ 
If.1 
IIi 
I In 
\ I IU 
'\ I I~ 
l. 
• II 
r. 
5"( 
T' 
c 
T/4 
T 
- l~.~~ ~ 19.5 ma (EQ.. 5.30 - Ccmprellsion mode) 
= 1.0 ms/1n. (Fig. 12) 
T' 
H /B 
c 
= 1.0 x 76.7 3 76.7 IDS 
= 76. 7 ~lW6J c 108 me (E'l.' 5.30 - Flexural mode) 
4 . 
== 50 = 0.08 
== ~ = 2 
7T 
22 
== 2 + 1.5 
Corrected T' = 1 + 0.83[(0.1~.~00.08)] T' 
Corrected T' = 126 ms (Sect. 5.2.3) 
Step (5): 
I 6 x 100 U 1,130-yl + 7 x 14.7 = 2,950 ft/sec (Notation) 
~ ~5~ == 16.9 illS (E~. 3.5) 
Step (6): 
&:2 . ~/T~ 19:5 = 0.868 (Compression mode) 
~~/T'= 2~~'i26 = 0.067 (Flexural mode) 
Therefore) both modes must be treated as dynamically applied. 
Step (7): 
~ 
Step (8): 
2 (Both modes of loading) 
td 150 ms (Compression mode of loading - Fig. 
approxinately 0.7 for this mode of loading. 
of the effective duration is applicable. 
td T = 16·9 ms (Flexural mode) 
td/T':: 15°5 7.69 
. :: 19· 
tdfT'= l~;g 0.13 
p Ir 'J.76 (Ccnpressior: mode) 
m 100 
r 'J. 78 = ::..28 psi (Compressic)r1 mode) 
p Ir 
m 
r 
4.2 (Flexural ~ode) 
~ = 12 psi (FlexJral ~ode) 4.2 
Step (9): 
Average Static Load == ~t4° = 13 psi 
Step (10): 
7 indicates that t IT is 
Therefore, the low~r limit 
Total Axial Resistance He-luired =. 18:3 + :3 = 141 psi 
Total Flexural Resist&~ce Re~uired = 12 + 13 = 25 psi 
(Note that in an actual design the static load included. in this computation 
Of flexural resistance wO:.lld be reduced in the SA..lle ffiW ... !1er as the dynamic 
load) 
Metz Reference Rot.) ~. 
University of Illinots-
BI06 NeEL . 
208 N. Romine Street 
Urbana. Il11 111"1", l:I e::1 am1 
~ 
Step (11): 
Investigate Buckling Criteria: 
H /B: 950.38 = 0.19 ave ~ ._ 4 x 106(6.39)3 6 800 ( 40 ) 
r 3:::: 1 J psi E~. 5. a 
cr .~ 4 x (25) 
'. _ . ( 0 · 25 - o. 19 ) 4 Factor of Safety - 1 + 0.5. 0.25 _ 0.125 ~ 1.2 
. 16800 
:::: l.24 :::: 13, 500 psi Allowable p cr 
The arch is satisfactory for buckling. 
S 141 x 300 = 42,300 Ib/in. of length 
P/d S/d:= ~ :::: 550 psi 
55 
'p/p
u 
== 38~ = 0.144 
r/r 1.52 (Fig. 5) 
u 
r 1.52 x 50 = 76.0 psi (Total flexural resistance provided) 
Since only 25 psi total flexural resistance is required, the depth 
of the arch may be reduced. Steps (3) through (11) will be repeated. 
r 
u 
d/L :::: 
d 
T 
c 
6 psi (trial) 
0.041 (Fle}~e controls) 
0.041 x 39.2 = 1.61 ft = 19.3 in. 
13.9 rns 
m' is proportional to 1180 lb. 
ID is proportional to 240 lb. 
-J1l80 T~ :::: 13·9 240 = 30.8 IDS 
T/d 14 rns/in. 
T 14 x ~ = 270 ms 
T I ·270 -v~f&~ = 590 illS 
Corrected T'· 690 rns 
T 16.9 rns 
T/T~ ~ ~:§ = 0.55 (Compression mode) 
~/T'= ~ 1~96 = 0.012 (Flexural mode) 
Ilc :::: 2 (Compression mode) 
11 2O(Flexural mode) 
td 150 ms (Compression mode) 
td T = 16·9 ms (Flexural mode) 
t '/T'- 150 - 4 9 d c- 30.8 - . 
td/T'= 1~96 = 0.02 
P /r = 0.80 (COmpression mode) 
m 100 
r = ~ = 125 psi (Compression mode) 
p /r - 100 (Flexural mode) 
m =_ 
. 50 " 
r -= lOQ :::: o. 5 psi (F.Lexura.l morie) 
'.- 1180 
A\'f;"!:9.gt?: S·tatlc LDE-l.c1 ~ --IT :-:; A.? paJ 
:1.4.j 
Total Axial Resistance Required = 125 + 8 = 133 psi 
Total Flexural Resistance Required = 0.5 + 8.2 = 8.7 psi 
59 
1.61 3 Allowable Pcr = 13,500 (b.'39) = 
. R 133 x 300 = 39,900 Ib/in. 
23) psi -- Arch sa.tisfactory for buckling . 
of length 
P/d Sid 39,900 = 2060 psi 19·3 
pip 
u 
r/r 
u 
2060 ~ = 0.54 
1.55 
Total Flexural Resistance Provided = 1.55 x 6 = 9.3 psi 
This is satisfactory and an arch with d = 19 in., ~ = ~' = 1.0~, and 
~ = oi may be used. A sketch of this section is shovn in Fig. 31. The fact that 
v 
this arch is practically the same as the one obtained for the 25 psi design results 
from t.he full value of the static load being used in the computation of the 
flexural resistance. In an actual design this loading would be reduced and the 
arch thickness ~ould be reduced in both cases. 
6.3.3 Domes. In the t ... o examples ... hich follow a hemispherical dome 
with a radius of 25 ft and a rise of 25 ft is considered. Since radial stress 
controls the entire design, the t~o methods of design which pertain to flexural 
resistance are not applicable 0 Therefore, the same method is used in the design 
for both pressure levels considered. A dome of constant cross-section is used. 
Because of the two modes of loading and the inheren~ behavior of a dome, the 
reinforcing steel must be placed i.n two directions ... i th equal amounts in each 
directlon. 
Step 
Step 
Step 
(1) . 
Pc 
( 2) : 
Pf 
\ 3) c 
r' 
S 
c 
cp 
f' 
c 
f 
Y 
P/d 
d 
c 
25·.0 psi (Fig. 2b) 
25.0 ft = 300 in. 
(See po 42. If this were an actual 
design, a lesser value would be used. ) 
25 x 300 3,750 It/in. of cjrcumfererlce (Eq 5 35) 
2 
12.5 x 300 = 3)750 J.b/i:1, of circLL-:J.ference (Eq. 5,)6) 
~' = 0-5~ (chosen) 
3/000 psi (chosen) 
50,000 psi (chosen) 
Sid = 3,300 psi (Fig 4) 
3750 = 114 . 3300 In, 
d = 1.14 in 
c 
Re1.ulred thick:1ess -= d + d-f" = 2,28 in. (.To provide sufficient. cover 
over the reinforcgment -"-tTY a t:::rtal thickness of 4,0 in wi th 1.O~ 
steel appToxi:nately at. the center c·f tbe sectio:'l in each d..irection.) 
Then the allo .... ·able S~ = th~ 3.l1c:n,';8':Jle Sf> .-: ~\ x I)C-} X ;. x ) .. )00 = S,9SZ) 
Ib i. f' l ,... , (', Il!1 0 ClY'('umre-:"e:;"'~: 
60 
step T(4): _ 25.0 __ 
c = 2500 10.0 ms (Eq. 5.46) 
Total Volume of S011 
Have Plan Area of Dome 
H 29(25)2 ~ - 2/3 ~(25)3 - - 12.33 f't 
ave ~(25)2 
Assume soil weighs 100 pcf 
m' 1s proportional to 12.33 x 100 + 1/3 x 150 1,280 Ib 
m is proportional to 1/3 x 150 :: 50 lb 
T ~ ~ 10. 0 -J-: ~ 50. 7 ma (E'l.. 5 . 30 ) . 
Step (5): 
l' 
1 
~ 
28.2 ms (From Sect. 6.3.2.1) 
14.1 ms 
Step (6): 
step 
Step 
Step 
1'/T' 
c 
0.56 (Compression mode) 
~1'/T~= ~:~ = 0.28'CFlexura1'mode) 
Therefore, both modes mus~ be treated as dynamically applied. 
~ = 2 (A dome fails by crushing of the concrete which isa relatively 
brittle failure.) 
td = 600 ms (Compression mode - The period is soshort that the initial 
slope of the pressure-time curve controls the effective duration.) 
t d l' = 28. 2 rns ("Flexural" mode) 
t IlT t = 600 8 dl C 50.7 11. 
t IT'- 28.2 0.56 d c- 50.7 
p Ir = 0·77 (Fig. 7 - Compression mode) 
rn 
r = ~:~~ = 31.5 psi (Static resistance re~uired for resisting the 
comptession made.) 
p Ir 1·3 (Fig. 7 - "Flexural" mode) 
m 
r - ~~;5 = 9.6 psi (Static resistance required for resisting the' 
"Flexural" made.) 
(7): 1280 
Average Static Load = ~ = 8.9 psi 
(8) : 
Total Resista.~ce Re'-luired for Compression Mode 31.5 + 8.~ = 40.4 
Total Resistance Required for 'Tlexural" Mode = 9.6 psi 
(9) : 
InvestiRate Buckling Criteria: 
H /E = 12·33 = 0.25 
ave 50 
Therefore, buckling need not be considered. 
Allowable Sc = Allowable Sf = 5,950 Ib/in. 
_ 5950 -_' 6 Total Resistance Provided for Compression Mode - 1:50 - 39. psi 
psi 
60 a. 
Since the sum of the resistances required for both modes of loading 
is less than the sum of the resistances provided, the dane found in Step (3) 
is adequate. A sketch of this section is···.ahown in Fig. 32. 
6.3.3.2 Design of dane for 100 psi. 
step (1): 
Pc = 100 psi (Fig. ~b) 
step (2): 
Step 
Pf 
(3) : 
rl 
S 
c 
Sf 
cp 
f; 
c 
f y 
r/c.. 
d 
c 
df 
100 
2 
50 psi (Fig. 2b) (Seep. 420 If this were an actual design, 
a lesser value would be used") 
c 25.0 ft 300 ina 
100 X 300 = 15,000 lb/in. of circumference (E~. 5.35) 
2 
50 x 300 = 15,000 lb/in. of circumference (Eq. 5.)6) 
cpr = Ou5~ (chosen) 
3,000 psi (chosen) 
50,000 psi (chosen) 
Sid = 3,)00 psi (Fig. 4) 
15000· . 
3300 = 4.55 In. 
d = 4.55 in, 
c 
Re~uired thickness 
step (4) ~ 
25 ~ 0 0 0 (E 5 46) T c - 2500 = 1 . IDS Cl, " 
H = 12033 ft (Secto 6.303.1) 
ave 
Assume soil ~eighs 100 pef. 
m' is proportional to 1233 x 100 + 91;0 x 150 
. 9<10 
m is proportlonal to ~ x 150 = 114 lb. 
T' 
c 
lO o~ff~~ = 34 4 ms (Eq, 5.30) 
Step (5). 
T 16.9 ms (From Sect. 6.3 2.2) 
1 
-1" 8. 4S illS 
2 
Step (6). 
/ 16·9 T T: c 34 .4- Q.492 (Compression ::node) 
1 / 3.45 
-T T I =- --,.-. 
2 I c 34.4 o .246 ("F1exl.t:· ':iJ. 'I ::lode) 
1,350 lb 
~ 
t' d. 
Thp.refore, both Doles :::~st be tre:i:'ed 3.S d~{::a':}i2a.lly applied. 
~ 2 (See Sect. 6,3.5 1) 
= 150 :TIS (Cor:J.prcssio;1 ~.Jde - The pe:-icd is 58 short that the lower 
value of th~ effec~ive d.uration is applica~le.) 
T = 16. Cj ms ("FleX' ... L~~al I mode) 
150 t '/T '::: -::----r = 4 36 d c 3h .4 
1 
I: :; 
I 
I 
Ii 
I, 
i-: 
I~; I~ 
~ 
L j 
Ii 
,i 
i 
F 
I' 
I' 
I: 
I 
r ::.-
I 
I 
step 
Step 
Step 
td/TT= ~ = 0.5 
c 
p /r = 0.80 (Fig. 7 - Compression mode) 
m 
100 
r = ~ = 125 psi (Static resistance required for resisting the 
compression mode. 
p /r = 1.4 (Fig. 7 - ''Flexural'' mode) 
m 
,r ~4 = 36 psi (Static resistance required for resisting the 
"flexural" mode.) 
(7) : 1229 
Average Static Load = ~ = 9.4 psi 
(8) : 
Total Resistance Required for Compression Mode = 125 + 9 
Total Resistance Required for ''Flexural'' Mode = 36 psi 
(9) : 
134 psi 
It is ob~ious that the dome found in Step (3) will not provide these 
re~uired resistances. 
S = 135 x )00 
c 2 2O}200 lb/in. (trial) 
36 x 300 = 10)800 lb/in. 
28200 
3300 = 6.12 in. 
10 z 800 = '%, <'Y( i 3300 ./.e: n. 
Required Thickness d
c 
+ df = 9.4 in. 
m' is proportional to 12.33 x 100 + 9i~ x 150 
m is proportional to i;4 x 150 = 120 lb. 
T~ lo.o-Jii~ 33.6 ms 
J..1 2 
4.5 
p Ir 
m 
r 
0.80 (Compression mode) 
100 ~ = 125 psi (Static resistance ~e~u1red for resistin~ the 0.00 
compression mode.) 
r = ?2r = 36 psi (Static resistance re'-iuired for resisting the 
1.4-
"flexural" mode.) 
Average Static Load = If~E = 9.4 psi 
Total Resistanc,e Re'-luired for CaJpressior. Mode = 125 -t J = 134 psi 
Total Resistance Re-iuired for "Flexural" Mode = 36 psi 
The d~e tried above is adequate. 
~ith ~ = ~I = 0.5~ in both directions. 
in Fig. 33. 
Use a dome with d = 9.4 in. and 
A sketch of this section is shown 
Appendix A 
THEORY OF SHEAR FAILURE OF REINFORCED CONCRETE BEAMS 
A.l HISTORICAL 
The following is paraphrased from Ref. (25). For approximately 
the last half century the properties of reinforced concrete members have been 
rather extensively investigated both experimentally and analytically. As a 
result of this research the ultimate capacity of members failing in flexure is 
now rather well understoodo Also, the problem of combined flexure and axial 
compression has been solved. In the experimentation which lead to the develop-
ment of these theories some of the members tested failed unexpectedly in shear. 
As a result, investigations have been conducted whose specific purpose was to 
study this shear phenomenon. 
Classically shear failures have been treated as failures in diagonal 
tension. Frequently, however, the diagonal tension stress was difficult to 
determine in the member; and, as a result, shear failures have conventionally 
been treated by experimentally defining a limiting shear stress, v, the value 
of which is defined by Eqo (A) 0 
v 
v = bjd 
Equation (A) has been used for a number of years to define the shear 
of reinforced concrete members which did not have web reinforcement. 
For beams with web reinforcement the shearing capacity has 
been defined by equations of the general form~-Eqo (B)o 
f 
w 
lOOv 
CPvK 
(A) 
capacity 
classically 
(B) 
Equation ~)is derived by a truss analogy of the reinforced concrete beam. The 
constant, K, depends upon the angle of inclination of the web reinforcement. 
Early investigations incli.cated that the stresses measured in the web 
reinforcement were generally considerably less than those that would be pre-
dicted by Eq. (B)o Despite Talbot and Richartfs (26 and 21) warning, which in 
essence said that shear in reinforced concrete members was a rather complex 
phenomenon, most investigations have been directed toward explaining the 
discrepancy between measured and computed stresses in the web reinforcement. 
Generally, this discrepancy was attributed to the fact that a portion of the 
total shear was carried by the concrete. The fact that shear is a complex 
phenomenon has become more or less widely recognized during only the past 12 
years. Until 1955, it appeared that the expressions developed in Ref. (25) 
adequately described this phenomenon. 
Ao2 OBJECT AND SCOPE 
Almost simultaneous with the publication of Ref. (25), two beams 
were tested at the University of Illinois which failed in shear; yet, the 
theory indicated that they definitely would fail in flexure. As a result of 
these two tests, several individuals began to re-evaluate all of the experi-
mental datao Several approaches were attempted, and finally the one reported 
herein was established. 
~.~\ 
It has been established generally that within rather rigid limits 
the specifications concerning shear in reinforced concrete members as embodied 
in the American Concrete Institute Building Code are conservative. However, 
it is the opinion of the writers tp~t this specification is too conservative 
in some instances. Since severe conservatism in the field of protective 
construction may paradoxically result in no protection, it was imperative, in 
our opinion, to find a less conservative approach to the problem of shear 
failures. Severe conservatism in the field of protective construction may 
result in no protection because, if the cost of a structure becomes exorbitant 
as a result of the conservatism, protective structures would not be builto 
This conviction on the part of the writers, therefore, led to the development 
of the theory reported in this appendix. 
This appendix primarily includes the derivation of an empirical 
equation for the shearing resistance of reinforced concrete beams without web 
reinforcement. Secondarily, it includes the derivation of the charts which 
define the shearing resistance of beams without web reinforcement as a ratio 
of the flexural resistance and the charts which define the amount of web 
reinforcement required to insure flexural failure in a member. 
A. 3 DERIVATION OF BASIC EMPIRICAL EQUATION 
The data in Table 1 from the two identical tests conducted in 1955 
which contradicted the theory (25) were evaluated critically to determine where 
these beams may have differed from the beams considered in the development of 
this theory. There was only one obvious difference; these beams were approxi-
mately twice as wide as the majority of the beams previously tested. Yet, 
analytical and empirical attempts to explain why the increased width would 
decrease the shear strength failed. A not quite so obvious difference in the 
beams was that in the latest tests the beams had an amount of compression 
steel equal to the amount of tension steel. Of the tests considered in Refo 
(25), only the beams tested at Massachusetts Institutue of Technology (MIT) in 
1951 were similarly reinforced. In regard to these tests the following is 
quited from page 10 of Ref. (25). nIt is interesting to note, however, that 
five of the six beams which fell considerably lower than the predicted values 
were provided with compression reinforcement." Two of the five tests referred 
to in this qubtation were the MIT data, and Figure 1, page 18 (25), shows that 
a~l but two of the MIT tests fall below the average linea Thus, it seemed 
possible that the presence of a large amount of compressive reinforcement in 
the 1955 tests was the cause of the lower than expected shearing strength. 
Consequently, various empirical attempts were made to include the amount of 
compression reinforcement as one of the variables in determining the shearing 
strength of the beams. The following approach appeared to give the best 
correlation with the experimental data. 
Study of the data given in Tables 2 through 16 which are plotted in 
Fig. 1 of Ref. (25) and also the data included in Table A of this report indi-
cated that possibly the basic equation developed by Laupa (25)(Eq. C below) 
could be modified by the parameter ~ I and that reasonable correlation would 
result. cP 
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(c) 
This modification of Eq. (C) is plotted, in Fig. A as a function of the ultimate 
concrete strength. It should be noted that except for the beams which had com-
pression reinforcement, Fig. A is identical to Fig. 1 of Ref (25). The data so 
plotted indicate that except for one test all experimental values fall above a 
certain minimum line. This minimum line is expressed algebraically as Eq. (D). 
fT 
M = bd2f' (k !+~\ ( cp ') (l~ ~) 
s c 100/~! ~ 
10 
(D) 
It should be noted that Eq. (D) yi,elds practically the same results as Eq. (C) 
for beams with no compression reinforcemento The fact that the experimental 
data lies above the minimum line shown in Fig. A with considerable scatter is, 
in our opinion, the result of the shear phenomenon. That is, as stated in Ref. (28), for a beam to fail in shear a diagonal tension crack first must develop. 
If this diagonal tension crack dces not develop, the beam will fail in flexure~ 
Therefore, one would naturally expect a considerable amount of scatter in the 
data for shear failure of reinforced concrete beams. 
Because of the large number of variables involved in Eq. (D), it is 
not particularly convenient to use. Therefore, a means of simplifying this 
large number of variables was investigated. It was found that Eq. (D) could 
be represented adequately by Eq. (E) which is always conservative for the test 
conditions portrayed in Fig. A. 
M = llbd 2 1\ ffiCi)cp ( cp ) 
s 'V C I 2cp+cp I 
M 
s 
in inch-lb 
fT in psi 
c 
(E) 
Since Eq. (D) is derived empirically, the modification resulting in Eq. (E) is 
justified. 
, Furthermore, Eqo (E) is adequate only for the conditions for which 
it was derived; i.e., for simply supported beams subjected to a single concen-
trated load or for simply supported beams subjected to two symmetrically placed 
concentrated loads. It, therefore, was desirable to modify Eq. (E), if possi-
ble, such that other support and loading conditions could be treated. To 
accomplish this, Eq. (F) which merely states the statical equilibrium of a beam 
was choseno 
V",L=M +M 
a s e 
(F) 
G? 
By making the indicated substitution in Eq. (F), Eq. (C) was derived. 
(G) 
It now became necessary to define the di~ensionless parameter, "', from the 
experimental data. To accomplish this Fig. B which portrays the same data as 
shown in Fig. A was plotted. From this figure, it was determined that A was 
equal to 0.306 for third point loading of a s~ply supported beam, and that '" 
was equal to 0.440 for simply supported beams subjected to a single concen-
trated load or two concentrated loads placed near the center of the beam. 
When the value of A for third point loading was substituted into Eq. (f), Eq. 
(li) resulted. C 
'j_-:=' 
64 
(H) 
Since the bending moment diagram for a simply supported beam subjected to 
third point loading is similar in shape to the ben~ing moment diagram for a 
simply supported beam subjected to a uniformly distributed load, it seemed 
possible that Eqo (H) might be applicable to uniformly loaded beams as well as 
beams subjected to concentrated loads. This seemed especially possible since 
Eqo (H) was derived on the basis of a limiting moment concept rather than a 
limiting shear concept 0 
In order to investigate this possi bili ty and also to investige,te the 
adequacy of Eq. (H) for support conditions other than those considered in the 
derivation of this expression; beams tested by Moody) the restrained beams re~ 
ported in Ref. (25) J were consideredo Also, tests of uniformly loaded beams (28;" 
beams with axial load and a centrally located concentrated load (29)" and 
frames subjected to a uniformly distributed load and an axial load. were inves-
tigatedo The tests of the frames subjected to a uniformly distributed loading 
and an axial loading are currently being conducted at the University of 
Illinois by R. Do deCossio, Research Assistant ·in Civil Engineering, 
The adequacy of Eq. (H) was established from these data by comparing 
the failure load predicted by the equation to the failure load actually 
obtained in the tests of these members. This comparison is accomplished in 
Fig. Co In this comparison it was found that Eq. (H) was al.ways conservative 
only so long as the percentage of tensile reinforcement in the member was less 
than twoo Since the maximum tension steel percentage recommended in the design 
of protective construction is 1.5, Eq. (H), would appear to be always conserva-
tive. In the event that one wishes to determine the shearing capacity of a 
member whose tensile steel percentage is greater than two, it is approximately 
correct to use this equation, but to limit the value of ~ to two percento 
However, Eqo (H) is no longer absolutely conservative by making this 
substitutiono Yet, the error introduced by such a procedure is relatively 
insi.gnificant 0 
Ao4 PROPERTIES AND LIMITATIONS OF EQUATION 
Since the basis of Eqo (H) involves merely a simple modification of 
Eqo (18) of Refo (25), the theoretical interpretation presented in this refer-
ence would appear to be equally applicable here. Yet" since the constants of 
·Eqo (H) have been empirically defined, this equation should be strictly 
applicable to beams whose physical characteristics fall within the range of 
variables included in the tests considered in its derivationo This range of 
variables included~ (1) Single concentrated loads at the center of the span" 
two symmetrically placed concentrated load.s, uniformly distributed loads" 
uniformly distributed loads in combination with axial loads, and a single 
concentrated load in combination with an axial load~ (2) simply supported 
beams, simply supported beams with a centrally located column stub, beams 
which overhung their supports at each end, and frames~ (3) ultimate concrete 
strengths, f', ranging from 880 to 5,970 psi; (4) percentages of tension 
reinforcemen~ ranging from 0.8 to 4011; (5) ranges of compression reinforcement 
expressed as the ratio to the tensile reinforcement from 0 to 1.0; (6) widths 
of beams ranging from 4 to 12 inches; and (7) effective depths of beams 
II 
[I 
II 
Jr 
II 
II 
[( 
[( 
1.-
I~ 
II 
II 
ranging from 7 to 21 inches. This list of variables is rather comprehensive) 
but it fails to include tests of beams simply supported B.t one end and fixed 
at the opposite end and cantilevered beams 0 For the case of beams simply 
supported at one end and fixed at the opposite 'end., a sim.ple extrapolation of 
the test data should be adequate since this condition should fall between the 
case of simply supported beams and beams overhanging their supports at both 
ends. Cantilevered beams, however, subjected to uniformly distributed loads 
cannot be included by a direct extrapolation of the data 0 Yet, Eq. (li) is 
perfectly general in its application and, therefore, using it with respect to 
cantilevered beams should not result in extremely large errors. 
A.5 DERIVATION OF DESIGN CRARTS 
The derivation of the design charts (Fig's. 10) 15, 20, and 25 of 
the main report) was accomplished in the following. manner. It was necessary 
to find the value of Va and Me for the support conditions considered in these 
four figures. They were determined by a consideration of the statical equili-
brium. of the beamso The average shear, Va) is the avera.ge of the end shear 
and the shear existing at a point equal to 0.306 times the span of the beam 
from the support. This. average value was expressed as a decimal fraction of 
the shear existing at the end of the span. The decimal fractions so deter-
mined are as follows~ 0.694 for beams which are simply supported or beams 
fixed at both ends) 0.633 for beams simply supported at one end and fixed at 
the other end, and -0.847 for cantilever beams. (The negative sign for 
cantilevered beams results from the sign convention adopted in Eqo (F)o) To 
determine the value of the bending moment at the end of the span) Me' it was 
necessary to refer to the exper.i:rnental data. On the basis of the tests 
conducted by Moody) Series VI (25) , Me should be the plastic moment (the moment 
existing at the end of the span after a yield hinge has developed there) rather 
than-th~ elastic momento Furthermore, the use of the plastic moment results in 
more conservative values. The values of Me are~ zero for simply supported 
r L2 
beams, ~6 for beams fully fixed* at each end, zero for beams fully fixed at 
r L2 
one end and simply supported at the other, and -~ for cantilevered beams. 
By defining Va and Me for the simply supported end for beams fixed at one end 
and simply supported at the other, more conservative results are obtained. By 
substitution of these values for Va and Me into Eqo (H), the follOwing equa-
tions were determined for the various support conditions of rectangular beams 
of unit width. 
2 
104 (~) CD ~f~CP (Si.:n.ple Support) r (~I) sc L 
2 
254 (~) CD ~f~CP (Beams Fully Fixed r (~r) (r) sc L at Each EIld) 
* Full fixity in this appendix refe~s to the case ,{here the amolL."'1t of tensile 
reinforcement over the support equals the amount of tensile reinforcement 
at midspan. Note~ Very few tests exist for steel placed in accordance with 
the elastic moments. 
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r 
sc 
r 
sc 
r 
sc 
2 
137 (2:) L-
45 (i) 
2 
2 
72 (~) L 
(Beams Fully Fixed at One End; 
Simply Supported at Other) 
(Cantilevered Beams) 
(Partial End 
Restraint) 
The expression for beams with partial end restraint is qUl~e complex. 
Therefore, it is suggested that the interpolation procedure suggested in the 
main report for determining the flexural capacity for partially end restrained 
be&~s be followed for determining the shear capacity for partially end re-
strained beams 0 This interpolation procedure is exact for beams having equal 
partial end restraint, but it is slightly in error for beams in which one end 
is restrained more than the other. 
The derivation of Figs. 11, 16, 21, and 26 which define the percentage 
of web reinforcement required to insure flexur8:1 failure was accomplished in 
the following manner. The defi.ni tion of the shearing capacity of beams with 
web reinforcement was accomplished by use of the expression derived in Refo 
(25)0 This expression is given as Eqo (J). 
2cpv f v 
M = M (1 .... --) 
sw s . 105 (J) 
By defining Ms as given by Eqo (D) and by evaluating Eqo (J) for the experi-
mental results, Fig. D and E were plotted. With the exception of those beams 
which failed in pure shear, all of the experimental data for beams with web 
reinforcement failing in shear fall above this value, as shown in Fig. Do For 
simi.lar beams failing in flexure there is scatter above and below the line 
representing Eqo (J) as shown in Figo Eo This scatter may be attributed to 
the character of the shear phenomenon .. Therefore, the lower limit of the 
shearing resistance may be defined by Eq. (J)o By substituting Eg. (J) into 
Eqo (F), Eqo (K) was determined. 
V L cp 2cp f 30 ~ 
a; = 36 ( 2Cp+cp ~ ) (1 + v 5 v) A IfTCj) + e ( K) 
bd 10 'V-c T bd2 
The values of Va and Me in Eq. (K) for the various support conditions would be 
the same as those used in Eq. (H). These values substituted in Eqo (K) result 
in the following group of equations for the resistance of a rectangular beam 
of unit width with web reinforcement. 
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d 2 2~ f 
= 45 (-) (~)(l +~) \/f'~ L~' 105 c (Cantilevered Spans) 
To insure flexural failure the value of the shearing resistance of a 
beam with web reinforcement must be equal to i.ts flexural resistanceo There-
fore, each of the expressions (L) was equated to its corresponding flexural 
resistance; and, thus, the following group of equations was determined which 
defined the amount of web reinforcement required. to insure flexural failure of 
a reinforced concrete beamo 
34.4~ f! f 5XI04 ~ = (2+C) -'X.. (Simple Support) w f f 
v v 
28.2~f! f 5XI04 cp = (2+C) -'X.. (Beams Fully Fixed at w f f Each End) v v (M) f 4-
cp = ;8,O~r! (2+C) 2 5xlO' (Beams Fully Fixed at w f f One End; Simply Sup-v v 
f 5XI04 
ported at the Other) 
CPw = 19· 9~ f! (2+C) J:. (Cantilevered Spans) f f 
v v 
The Equations (M) are plotted in the main report as Figso 11, 16, 2l 
and 26. 
Equation (n) was modified in accordance with the theory presented in 
Ref. (25) to reduce it for application to T-beamso This modification resulted 
in Eqo (N) 0 
It was apparent that Eq. (N) defined the minimum resistance developed in 
T-beams in which the width of the flange does not exceed that currently 
allowed by the ACI Building Code, ACI 318-56. The results of the tests 
involving T-beams are also summarized in Ref. (25). 
(N) 
~ 
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Table A Tests at University of Illinois, 1955, Simple Span Rectangular Beams 
Without Web Reinforcement 
Dimensions~ b = 12 in.; d = 22 inc; Total Depth = 24 in.; L = 135 in.; Total Length = 150 in. 
Loading~ Two equal loads at the one-third points 0 
Tension Reinforcement~ 2 Noo 8 deformed bars; ~ 0,6 percent. 
Compression Reinforcement: 2 No.8 deformed bars; cp' 006 percent; kif 
Age at Test: 28 days. 
Beam No. 
1 
2 
fl 
C 
psi 
3,910 
3,900 
f 
Y 
psi 
45,700 
45,700 
• 
___ ,II ,I' 
Anchorage of 
Reinforcement 
Hooks 
Hooks 
J 
= 
Total Load 
at Failure 
. kips 
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Shear 
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Q ;:;. \;M ~ }~ 
k r 
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.~ ~ 
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Appendix B 
NOTATION 
A = 
A = 
The following notation is used in this report: 
cross sectional area of an archo 
c"ompressive area of a ATobeam as defined by the classic;al thr~:pY· I -:-
p:I?e- 1 ~ 
Pi. = 
S 
,....-..!'"'...J!... ()...rJ..-- "-1.J-- ';--c..~ L...tV<.~---.. (~ .. _ -'j,,L.,.'x.-.... ~ AV1_";;_~_. CU~I-,._._.~\, ~ ~ ..... ---&u-
area of ten~lon relnforcemento ~"--~\'---~~ 1~Y./~ 
AT 
- s 
area of compression reinforcemento 
A = area of web reinforcement. 
- ~~, - "- c .J! A-X -:-
·B'e; ..... = 
o .. '\.<":.~_ ;../."" ...... ,;)1 _ _ ~.H--'-..... ,,~ .. t::r,~( ....... - ...... '\ r-. r~ ............... (.,..;; ~~ 
~pan of an arch. lJ 
b 
b' 
C 
Cd 
c 
c 
c 
v 
D 
d 
E 
c 
E 
s 
e 
F 
fT 
C 
f' 
s 
width of compression flange of beam. 
width of tension flange of T-beam. 
ratio of percentages of compression and tension reinforcement = 
drag coefficiento 
~ 
cp • 
distance from the neutral axis to the extreme fiber in Section 5030 
cohesive strength of soil in Section 30201. 
= seismic velocity in reinforced concreteo 
total depth or thickness of a structural element. 
= effective depth of beam = distance from compression face of the concrete 
to the centroid of the tension steel; assumed to be nine-tenths of the 
total depth of the member. 
modulus of elasticity of concrete. 
= modulus of elasticity of steelo 
depth of flange of aT-beam. 
distance from abutment to toe of slope of fill. 
= ultimate strength of concrete as determined by standard static 
compression tests. 
= stress in the compression reinforcement at .the instant when the stress 
in the tension reinforcement reaches f . 
= theoretical stress in web reinforcement defined by truss analogy. 
= yield strength of the longitudinal reinforcement as determined by 
standard static tension test. 
yield resistance of the web reinforcement. 
H ~ depth of cover over the roof of a structure. 
H - average depth of cover over an arch or dome, ave-
R 
c 
h 
I 
c 
depth of cover over the crown of an arch or dome. 
height of earth embankment. 
moment of inertia of T-beam defined by transformed section. 
= moment of inertia of homogeneous rectangular beam with a width equal to 
the width of the flange of the otherwise similar T-beam. 
moment of inertia of homogeneous T-beamo 
= moment of inertia of rectangular beam defined by transformed section. 
? j = dimensionless parameter defining the internal moment arm. 
74 
II 
l.i 
l 
l 
r 
I 
f-
J' 
11 
.. 
~ 
~ 
~ 
r 
~ 
~ 
.. 
I. 
75 
K ratio of lateral to vertical component of stress in soile 
k' dimensionless parameter defining the distance from the compression face 
of the concrete to the neutral axis. 
kif dimensionless parameter defining the distance between the centroids of 
the tension and compression reinforcement; assumed to be 8/90 
L clear span of an element or the developed length of a portion of an archo 
M fully plastic moment developed at the fixed end of a beam. 
e 
M 
s 
M 
sw 
M 
Y 
m 
m' 
m 
s 
experimentally defined critical shear moment for 
reinforcement 0 
experimentally defined critical shear moment for 
reinforcement. 
bending moment corresponding to yielding of the 
mass of beam per unit length. 
mass of beam plus soil per unit length of beamo 
mass of soil per unit length of beame 
E 
beams without web 
beams with web 
tension reinforcement. 
J} jOd~~~ r~t=~ \= -,E:~ ~ '1-- If I ,'" .~ t -7 . \ ,;: I . .........L.J r../"~).r'A:':S::- ~~ \ ~ -:c / ... _ ...~.~ .. ~."" C-.v/""/-,_ • ..:{ ..;.4 . .L.-A ~~.-. A.::._~ ",-~,,,,,~~, r.. ; i.,'t"·~~l·t-:' ~-"--'-, .. -. t--~ ~ \~- t--~ . ~ - '::' 
P = imposed axial load on a member. 
P = allowable_. axial lo~d on a member if no transverse load is applied. 
u ,... ~-- ." I" ....:0-. /~~ =:~·/~J~l..-~r(-p~ess1ir~~fr~~~""~t~~~ compression mode of loading on an 
arch or dome. 
Pcr 
Pf 
Pl 
Pm 
Pn 
Po 
Pr 
Pso 
Pw 
Q 
q 
qo 
R 
RT 
r 
critical pressure causing buckling in an arch or dome. 
force or pressure corresponding to-the flexural mode of loading on an 
arch or dome. 
force or pressure acting on the leeward face of an arch or dome. 
peak transient force or pressure acting on an element of a structure. 
maximum value of the Tfflexural lT mode of loading on a dome. 
ambient pressure. 
reflected pressure. 
= peak side-on overpressure. 
force or pressure acting on the windward face of an arch or dome. 
shape factor for a steel member. 
drag or dynamic pressure. 
pe~ drag pressure. 
ratio of shearing to flexural resistance for rectangular beam. 
constant defining the natural period of vibration of a reinforced 
concrete beam. 
constant defining the yield resistance of a rectangular beam. 
constant determined by support conditions. 
ratio of shearing to flexural resistance for T-beam. 
equivalent static resistance required in a member to resist imposed 
transient load. 
radius of arch. 
uniformly distributed load which develops the diagonal tension 
resistance. 
r 
s 
r 
sc 
r 
sp 
r 
sv 
r 
u 
s 
sy 
S 
cr 
s 
T 
T' 
T 
c 
td 
t 
r 
t 
+ 
U 
v 
V 
a 
v 
y 
Ym 
y 
a 
e i 
uniformly distri'buted load. which deveJ.ops the flexural resistance of a 
rectangular beamo 
uniformly distributed load which develops the flexural resistance of a 
T-beam. 
uniformly distributed load which develops the shearing resistance of a 
rectangular beam. 
uniformly distributed load which develops the shear-compression resist-
ance of a rectangular beam. 
uniformly distributed load whi.ch develops the pure shearing resistance 
of a rectangula.r beam. 
uniformly distributed load which develops the shearing resistance of a 
T-beam. 
shea.ring resistance of a member with web rei.nforcement. 
allowable transverse load on a member if no axial load. is a~plied. 
maximum. thrust in an arch. 
critical buckling load for a beamo 
critical buckling load for an archo 
spacing of web reinforcement along the axis of beam. 
natural period of vibration of a prismatic bearI!. 
natural period of vibration of pri.smatic beam plus soil overburden. 
natural period of vibration of arch or d.ome for the compression mode 
loadi.ngo 
effect;i ve duration of the dynamic load. 
t~e required for peak pressure to develop. 
measured positive phase duration of the blast wave. 
velocity of propagation of blast wave = 1,130 (ft per sec) 
ffiaximum shear. 
average sr..ear. 
allowable shearing stress specified in Ref. (13). 
= yield deflection. 
maximum transient deflection. 
position of centroid of T-beam. 
of 
angle of inclination of web re~nforcement measured,with respect to the 
axis of the beam. ::::.. CJ.J 0 V"'0 .... , ;I:\..-;'\.. \~,~ Vv-'~\.~Lv..")- , 
,../ '/ \J 
one-half the central angle of an arch. 
angle of inclination of the dome surface with respect to the vertical. 
n/~ with ~ in radians. 
ratio of the lesser value of tension reinforcement at either end of a 
beam partially restrained at both ends) to the percentage of tension 
reinforcement at the center of the span. 
Cj)e 
Cj)c 
dimensionless parameter defining "the point at which the critical shear 
moment is developed. 
ratio of maximum deflection to yield deflection. 
mass density of reinforced concrete. 
compressive stress developed in a dome by the compressive mode of 
loading. 
( 
L. 
If.' 
I. 
E"'~ ....... "')I.: 
cr 
cr 
crf 
cr 
s 
T 
1 
cP 
cpr 
CD 
'c 
CPe 
CPv 
CPw 
CPwT 
W 
1jr 
= 
= 
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critical buckling stress for a domeo 
compressive stress developed in a dome by the lIflexural" mode of loadingo 
shearing strength of soilo 
time required for pressure pulse to engulf the structure 0 
angle of internal friction of soilo 
percentage of tension reinforcement 
,100A 
s 
---bd 
percentage of compression reinforcement = 
lOOA' 
s 
bd 
percentage of tension steel at the center of a beamo 
percentage of tension steel at both ends of a fixed or restrained beam 
or at the support of a cantilever 0 
lOOA 
v percentage of web reinforcement 
sb sin a 
percentage of web reinforcement necessary to develop a flexural failure. 
percentage of web reinforcement required in a T-beam to insure flexural 
failure 0 
coefficient of the minimum value of end shear for a beam partially 
restrained at one or both endso 
correction relating period of arch to period of a beamo 
--, .. 
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Figure 12 Effective Natural Period of Vibration for Simply Supported,Beams or Slabs 
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Figure 13 Static Resistance of Beams or Slabs Fixed at Both Ends with q>e = q>c - Method 1 
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Figure 14 Static Resistance of Beams or Slabs Fixed at Both Ends with ~ = cP - Method 2 
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Figure 17 Effective Natural Period of Vibration for Beams or Slabs Fixed at Both Ends Where ~ = ~ 
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